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Gong Hwang-Cherng in two papers (1980, 1995) collected a number of 
cognate sets among Chinese, Tibetan, and Burmese. This paper reexamines these 
cognate sets (base on Gong 1995) using a six vowel version of Old Chinese, 
specifically the Baxter-Sagart system. In light of six vowel theory it is possible 
both to be more confident about some cognate sets and possible to reject or 
revise others. 
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1. Introduction 
In 1980 Gong Hwang-cherng brought together a large body of potential cognates 
among Chinese, Tibetan, and Bunnese, with an eye to tracing the development of the 
vowels in these three languages fonn a putative common ancestor (Gong 1980/2002).1 
Fifteen years later Gong refined his analysis focusing on the final consonants as well 
as the vowels and adding Tangut comparisons (Gong 1995/2002). In both papers Gong 
employed the Old Chinese reconstructions of Li Fang-kuei (1971, 1974-1975). Li's 
I This essay uses the Library of Congress system for transliterating Tibetan with the exception 
that the letter " is transliterated as "0" rather than with an apostrophe. The Library of 
Congress system is used for Burmese also, with the exception that heavy and creaky tones are 
transliterated as ]:I and? rather than" and '. For Chinese I provide the character followed by 
Baxter's Middle Chinese (1992), an Old Chinese reconstruction taken from or compatible 
with the current version of Baxter and Sagart's system (2011), and the character number in 
Karlgren (1957). Like in Baxter's own recent work, for Middle Chinese I use "ae" and "ea" in 
place of his original "a:" and "E". I do not however following him in changing "i" to "+". Old 
Chinese reconstructions lacking in Baxter and Sagart (2011) I reconstruct myself, often 
relying on Schuessler (2009); my reconstructions these are preceded by # rather than *. I omit 
features of Baxter and Sagart's system, such as pointed brackets, intended only to exhibit 
morphological structure. For Tibetan verbs that undergo stem alternation I cite only the verbal 
root; if the verb exhibits voicing alternation I favour the voiceless form (cf. Hill 2010). I 
would like to thank Guillaume Jacques and Zev Handel for comments on earlier versions of 
this paper, and the British Academy for support during its revision. 
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system has the four vowels, i, u, :}, and a, and the three diphthongs, i:}, ia, and ua (Li 
1971 :24, 1974-5:247). Another feature ofLi's Old Chinese is a series of both voiceless 
and voiced stop codas, resulting in an absence of open syllables (1971 :25, 1974-5:249); 
Li is however circumspect about the phonetic reality of -b, -d, and -g (1971:33, 1974-
5:249). Today Li's system has few adherents; instead, most researchers employ a 
system that has six nuclear vowels (a, e, i, 0, u, and:}), lacks voiced codas, and allows 
for open syllables. 
The six vowel theory is the result of combining four hypotheses: the "front vowel 
hypothesis" (Baxter 1992:240-247), the "r-hypothesis" (Baxter 1992:259-267), the "rj-
hypothesis" (Baxter 1992:280-288) and the "rounded vowel hypothesis" (Baxter 1992: 
236-240). The "front vowel hypothesis", proposed by Arisaka Hideyo (1937-1939 
11957:354-355, 1961:69-70), holds that division four ([Q~) words originate from 
front vowels rather than a palatal medial. The "r-hypothesis", proposed by Sergei 
Jaxontov (1960a:2-9, 1963:90-93), accounts for the origins of second division (=~) 
words with a medial _r_.2 Edwin Pulleyblank accepted this proposal, and added to it 
the "rj-hypothesis", that ch6ngniu division three cm~.::::.~) words also originally had 
a medial -r- (1962:111-114). Jaxontov also first articulated the "rounded vowel 
hypothesis", that Middle Chinese -w- results from the breaking of rounded vowels 
before dentals, or the re-phonemization of labiovelar initials (cf. Jaxontov 1960b esp. 
p. 104, 1970 esp. p. 54)? Jaxontov's combination of these three hypotheses results in 
a seven vowel system with rather restricted distribution (1965 :27, 1978-79:37). 
In a lecture delivered at Princeton University in 1971 Nicholas Bodman modified 
the system of Jaxontov to yield six vowels with a more balanced distribution; 
Bodman's student William Baxter was the first to publish this proposal (Baxter 1980). 
The evidence for the six vowel hypothesis reached its culmination in Baxter's use of 
statistical methods to prove that it accounts for the rhymes of the i¥f~ Shlfing better 
than previous systems (Baxter 1992). Independently of Baxter, Sergei Starostin arrived 
at a similar system (1989).4 Since circa the tum of the millennium Baxter has worked 
with Laurent Sagart on further refining Baxter's 1992 system. Although they have now 
made various modifications to the initials, the only change to the rimes is the addition 
of a final-r, following a suggestion of Starostin (1989:399-407). 
In Gong's words "the development of comparative Sino-Tibetan linguistics is 
2 laxontov originally proposed medial -1-, but subsequent researchers have generally amended 
this to -r-. (cf. Baxter 1992:262). 
3 Pulleyblank independently arrived at the same hypothesis a few years later (cf. Pulleyblank 
1962:141-142). However, he abandoned this proposal the next year (1963:207-208) and 
remains a vocal opponent (2000:33). 
4 Zhengzhang (2000:33-42) and Schuessler (2009) also accept the six vowel hypothesis. 
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closely connected with progress made in the field of Chinese historical linguistics" 
(1980/2002:1). The "1.00" version of Baxter and Sagart's system of reconstruction is 
now available on line (2011), allowing for a convenient reexamination of Gong's 
comparisons.5 Inevitably the six vowel theory will affect both the plausibility of 
Gong's comparisons and the ultimate form of the Ursprache. The current paper 
presents the evidence Gong assembled in the light of the reconstructions of Baxter and 
Sagart (2011). I follow Gong's example in first examining the nuclear vowels of 
Chinese, Tibetan, and Burmese, leaving for the future a full consideration of final 
consonants and Tangut comparisons. I include all forms discussed in Gong (1995/2002) 
and add a few, which Gong does not include but are widely found in the secondary 
literature. Appendix 2 provides a concordance of Gong's comparisons and the 
comparisons made here. Any lexical amendments to Gong's proposals (such as the 
comparison of mg rather than Ii! to Tibetan sbrul "snake"), I mention in the 
footnotes. Also in the footnotes I draw attention to potential irregularities among the 
codas and initials. 
2. Burmese and Tibetan historical phonology 
In his comparisons Gong (almost always) uses Written Burmese and Written 
Tibetan rather than Old Burmese and Old Tibetan. Written Burmese is an idealized 
standard, which develops from Old Burmese, reflecting the usage of no specific time 
or place, whereas Old Burmese reflects the usage of Burmese speakers in Pagan at the 
time of the Pagan dynasty (1113-1287 CE).6 Although Gong avoids Old Burmese data, 
he generally has a correct understanding of developments between Old Burmese and 
Written Burmese. Gong acknowledges three changes between these two periods of the 
language. 
Baxter and Sagart have not provided an accompanying discussion of their reconstruction 
system. However, many of the more recent ideas can be gleaned from Sagart (1999) and 
Sagart and Baxter (2009, 2012). Another valuable resource is the video-recordings of the 
"Summer School on Old Chinese Phonology" (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, 
Paris, 2-4 July 2007) available at http://semioweb.msh-paris.fr/AAR 11 0711liste conf.asp?id 
=1071 (accessed 24 February 2012). 
6 For a discussion of the primary sources of Old Burmese philology and their research see 
Frasch (1996: 1-16). For a discussion of the standardization of Written Burmese orthography 
see Nishi (1999:1-26). 
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iy> e (Nishida 1955:28-9, Pulleyblank 1963:216, Maung Wun 1975:88) 
uy> we (Nishida 1955: 28-9, Pulleyblank 1963:217) 
uiw > ui (pulleyblank 1963:217, Maung Wun 1975:88, Yanson 2006: 112) 
However, Gong overlooks one important development from Old Burmese to 
Written Burmese: 
0> wa (Nishida 1956:30-3, Maung Wun 1975:89, Dempsey 2001:222-223) 
As a consequence of neglecting this change, Gong omits the vowel -0- from his 
presentation of the internally reconstructed Burmese vowel system with which his 
paper opens (1980/2002:4-6).7 
In the comparisons given below, I endeavor to use Old Burmese rather than 
Written Burmese. Because Old Burmese is not philologically well trodden and has a 
limited corpus, frequently an Old Burmese attestation of a word in Written Burmese is 
(currently) unavailable. In such cases, I reconstruct the Old Burmese equivalent of a 
Written Burmese form by reversing the aforementioned sound changes.s 
Gong also employed two sound changes from proto-Burmish to Old Burmese 
(198012002:4).9 
Shafer's law: *-ik, *-ilJ > -ac, -aft (Shafer 1940:311,1941:20-21) 
Maung Wun's law: *-uk, *-ulJ > -02k, -02n (Maung Wun 1975:88)10 
I also make use of these changes. In order to distinguish reconstructions of Old 
Burmese from Written Burmese and reconstructions of proto-Burmish arrived at using 
these two sound laws, I use one star for the former and two stars for the latter, thus 
thweb < *thuyl;1 "spittle" (cf. mrwe < mruy "snake") and mann < **milJ "name". 
"Written Tibetan" as used in Sino-Tibetan linguistics refers to forms "gleaned at 
random from dictionaries and taken at face value" (Chang 1973:336), the premiere 
choice of dictionary for this end being Jaschke (1882); this work incorporates 
7 For further reflections on the evolution of the Bunnese vowel system see Hill (2012). 
8 The list of vocalic changes given here includes no mergers, so for the purposes of comparing 
the vowels to other languages there is no danger in reconstructing Old Bunnese fonns from 
Written Burmese fonns using these changes. Old Bunnese does not mark tones, I transfer the 
tone of a Written Bunnese fonn onto an attested or reconstructed Old Bunnese equivalent. 
9 Gong does not name these sound changes after their discoverers as I have. 
10 Because the 0 that results from Maung Wun's law does not undergo the attested change 
o > wa, it is necessary to posit these as two distinct vowels (01 and 02) in the synchronic 
phonology of early Old Burmese (cf. Hill 2012:67-68). 
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vocabulary from the few Tibetan texts published in its author's day, previously 
lexicographical works, and dialect forms from around the Tibetan speaking area. 
Jaschke himself meticulously notes his authorities, but there has been a tendency to 
disregard this information (e.g. Matisoff 2003, cf. Hill 2009:178-179). "Old Tibetan" 
refers to the language of Imperial Tibetan stone inscriptions (cf. Kazushi et al. 2009) 
and Dunhuang documents (cf. Imaeda et al. 2007); texts from both sources date to 
before 1006 CE. The difference between Old Tibetan and Written Tibetan is smaller 
than that between Old Burmese and Written Burmese. Only two systematic changes 
occur between these two phases of Tibetan: sts- merges with s- and my- depalatalizes 
to m- before the vowels -i- and -e-. I cite old Tibetan forms whenever a Written 
Tibetan word could have been affected by these two changes. 
In places I provide reconstructed forms of Tibetan; this reveals the Tibetan words 
to be more like the other two languages than a cursory glance reveals. Hill (2011b) 
provides evidence for the following changes: 
Houghton's law: *lJi > fi (Houghton 1898:52, Hill2011b:444-445) 
Laufer's law: *wa> 0 (Laufer 1898-1899:III-224, Hill2011b:451) 
Simon's law: *mr> br (Simon 1929:187, 197 §86, Hill2011b:448) 
Conrady's law: *bC > btC, where C is any fricative or liquid (Conrady 1896:59, 
Li 1933:149, Hi112011b:446)11 
Benedict's law: *V > z (Benedict 1939:215, Hi112011b:445) 
Li's law: *rj > rgy (Li 1959:59, Hi112011b:447) 
Bodman's law: *m1 > md (Bodman 1980:170, Hi112011b:450). 
To these I add two additional changes. 
Schiefner's law: *dz> z (Schiefner 1852:364). 
Dempsey's law: *-elJ, *-ek> -in, -ig (Dempsey 2003:90, Hi112012:72-73) 
With these preliminaries on the pre-history of Burmese and Tibetan in place, the 
examination of the correspondences among the three languages may proceed. The six 
vowels of Old Chinese present a convenient organizing principle for the presentation 
of the cognate sets. 
11 I have previously referred to Conrady's law as as "Li's first law", but subsequently 
discovered that Conrady took this sound change for granted without arguing for it (cf. 
Conrady 1896:59). Rather than crediting two laws to Li (as in Hill 2011 :446-447), it is more 
elegant to amend "Li's first law" to "Conrady's law" and "Li's second law" to simply "Li's 
law". 
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3. Old Chinese *a 
In general Old Chinese *a corresponds directly to Tibetan -a- and Burmese -a-; 
all three languages continue the original vowel of the proto-language. Examples of this 
correspondence are numerous enough to present in Appendix 1. There are however a 
limited number of words in which Tibetan has -e- rather than -a- (cf. Table 1). 
a e : T hI 1 Th d e correspon ence 0 fOldCh· mese -a- 0 1 e an -e-t T"b t 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
1 !t dzam<*[dz]'am ashamed !Jdzem feel - -
(0611c) ashamed 
2 ~ ye<*laj (0003q) move (v.) rye exchange lai change, 
exchange 
3 iii. sreanX<*s-lJrar? bear (v.), "srel rear, bring - -
(0194a)12 produce up 
These words do not present parallel phonetic environments; the irregular outcome 
of -e- in Tibetan is therefore difficult to account for as phonetically conditioned. These 
words must either be rejected as cognates or explained within the context of Tibetan 
historical phonology (cf. § 11). 
Matisoff's suggestion that Tibetan underwent the change *-aj > -e presents the 
comparison of Chinese ~ ye < *laj (0003q) "move (v.)", Tibetan rye "exchange", and 
Burmese lai "change, exchange" (#2) as regular (2003 :202, 205). However, if Tibetan 
changed *aj to e, the correspondences in Table 2, showing a correspondence of 
Chinese *-aj to Tibetan -a, must be rejected. 13 
12 The comparison of the initials looks more plausible with Schuessler's reconstruction *sr~an? / 
sr~en? (2009:291). 
13 Since Tibetan generally merges *a and *a (cf. §6), if *aj > e, one would also expect *aj > e. 
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Table 2: The correspondence of Old Chinese -aj - to Tibetan -a-
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
4 50J ha<*C.[g]'aj river rgal cross, ford - -
(OOOlg) 
5 DO kae<*k'raj add khral tax - -
(0015a) 
6 mfl bje<*[b ]raj fatigue brgyal<*brj al sink down, - -
(0026a, 0025d) faint 
7 101 ha<*[g]'aj carry khal burden, load ka saddle-frame 
(00010) 
8 :J1Il phje<*ph(r)aj divide bphral be separate, priil; be divided 
(0025j) to part into parts 
9 • ije<#raj (0023g) hedge ra courtyard - -
10 ~ la<*r'aj (0006a) a kind of dra net - -
net 
11 5JJl. pa<#p'aj (00251) wave dbab wave - -
12 {,i.\g ngjweH<*N-Gwajs false, niod<*niwat deceive - -
(0027k) cheat 
If one entertains Matisoff's proposed change *aj > e, the suggestion that Old 
Chinese *-j originates both from inherited *-j (where Tibetan has -e) and inherited *-1 
(where Tibetan has -al) would cut down the number of exceptional words from nine to 
four. This proposal would be particularly compelling if Tibetan -r and -1 corresponded 
regularly to -r and -j in Chinese, but the situation is far more complex, too complex to 
explore here. 
Rather than suggesting *aj > e in Tibetan to account for Chinese ~ ye < *laj 
(0003q) corresponding to Tibetan rje, another option is to simply reject that these two 
words are cognates. Bodman takes this course; he instead compares Chinese ~ yek < 
*lek "change; exchange" (0850a) to Tibetan rje "exchange" (1980:127). Although this 
suggestion may improve the vowel correspondence (it is hard to tell, cf. §5), it 
introduces a potential irregularity in the codas. 14 
14 For Bodman the correspondence of Chinese -k with Tibetan open syllables is not irregular, cf. 
footnote 21. 
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4. Old Chinese *i 
Old Chinese -i- regularly corresponds with Tibetan -i-; Bunnese changed -i- to -a-
before velars (Shafer's law), but otherwise has -i- (cf. Table 3). The irregularity of the 
-u- vowel in Tibetan giu < *gliu "bow", when paired with Bunnese liy "bow" leads 
Matisoff to write that he "often wished that this WT [Written Tibetan] fonn were gzi" 
(2003: 192). A perusal of an Old Tibetan version of the Riima story, in which the word 
is consistently spelled gii, fulfils Matisoff's wish. 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
(1) rgyal-po mched gfils-kyis gii bdw?s-te II pyi biin-du bdabs-pa-las I ... 
pyogs bcur tshol-iil? bgro bgro-ba-las II dub che-ste I nal-so-iil? gil-la 
skorn tshugs bchas-pa-las I gfiid-log-nas I dbyar dan-po skyes-pa-bl rtswa 
gii-la khris-pa snar zug-pa-dan sad-de II 
The two royal brothers drew their bows and set off in pursuit ... They went 
looking in the ten directions, and had great fatigue. They rested their chins 
on their bows and fell asleep. In spring, when the newly sprouted grass and 
wound up their bows and poked into their noses, they awoke. (LO.L. Tib J 
07371111.166-168, cf. de Jong 1989:115).15 
Table 3: Correspondences to Old Chinese *i in Tibetan and Bunnese 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
-= nyijH<*ni[j]s two gfiis two nhac16 two 
(0564a) <**nhik 
~ sijX<*sij? (0558a) die ~si die siy die 
I2l1 sijH<*s.li[j]s four bii<*blii four liy four 
(0518a) 
~gg bjij<*[b ]ij (0566h') panther, dbyi lynx - -
leopard 
~ pjijX<#pij? (0874f) femur, dpyi hip - -
haunch 
15 In citing Dunhuang documents "LO.L. Tib J" is one of the shelf number categories for the 
collection of the British Library and "PT" a shelf number category for the collection of the 
Bibliotheque nationale de France. 
16 The originally velar final of the Burmese does not match the open syllable of the Chinese and 
Tibetan. 
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Table 3 (cont.): Correspondences to Old Chinese *i in Tibetan and Burmese 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
18 ~rt pjijX<*pij?s deceased phyi-mo grandmother phiy grandmother 
(0566n) mother 
19 *- syijX<*li[j]? arrow gii<*glii bow (n.) liy bow (n.) 
(0560a) 
20 Et tejX<*t~ij? (0590a) bottom mthil bottom, base - -
21 1* syijX<*qhij? excrement lci<*blii dung khliy dung 
(0561d)17 
22 W pjijH<*pi[k]s give sbyin give piy give 
(0521a)IS 
23 fm tset<*ts~ik (039ge) joint of tshigs joint chac joint 
bamboo <**chik 
24 ~ srit<*sri[t] (0506a) louse sig louse - -
25 ~ 'ejH<*q'[i]ks strangle bkhyilO tie, fasten, ac<**ik squeeze, 
(0849g)19 suffocate throttle 
26 B nyit<*C.ni[t] sun iii-ma sun niy sun 
(0404a)21 
27 * tshit<*[tsh]i[t] varnish tshi sticky matter ceb<*ciyl). be sticky, 
(0401ai2 adhesive 
28 't~ len<*k.r'ilJ (03871) love; pity drin23 kindness raiiiib love 
<**rilJ 
17 The correspondence of the initials looks more plausible in Schuessler's reconstruction *lij? 
(2009:280). 
18 The codas do not match in any two of the three languages. However, since the vowel 
correspondence is regular the comparison is suitable for the present purposes. 
19 An alternative possible cognate £6 ket < *k~i[t] (0393p) "tie, knot" suffers the disadvantage 
that it would predict a Burmese velar rather than glottal initial. 
20 Gong omits the Tibetan member of the comparison (1995/2002:112). 
21 The reconstruction B *C.nik is also possible. According to Bodman (1980:127) an Old 
Chinese -k regularly corresponds to Tibetan open syllables. Alternatively, I propose that Old 
Chinese -k corresponds in some cases to Old Tibetan -b [-x] (Hill 2011 b:453). Because -b 
never occurs after the vowel-i- in Old Tibetan (Hill 2005:115-118), one might speculate that 
Tibetan originally had *fiib "sun". 
22 The final-t in the Chinese is irregular. 
23 The Tibetan is irregular; one would expect a final -n. 
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Table 3 (coot.): Correspondences to Old Chinese *i in Tibetan and Burmese 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
29 ~ nen<*c.n~i[IJ] harvest; na-nili last year anhac24 year 
(0364a) year <**anhik 
30 *JT sin<*si[n] (0382n?5 firewood sili tree sac tree 
<**sik 
31 e nyin<*ni[IJ] (0388f) kindness sfiili heart nhac heart 
<**nhik 
32 E8 den<*I~iIJ (0362a) field iili<*liiIJ field la/6 field 
33 ifJf sin<*C.si[ n] new - - sac new 
(0382k) <**sik 
34 ~ bjinX<#bin? kneecap byin calf of the - -
(0389q) leg 
35 ~ dzinX exhaust (v.) zin<*dzin be consumed - -
<*Ca.[dz]i[n]? (0381a) 
36 tJ. bjinX<#bin? kneecap byin calf of the - -
(0389q) leg 
37 -$ sin<*[s]i[n] (0382a) pungent; mchin liver safifib liver 
painful <*m_sin27 <**siIJl) 
24 The correspondence of Chinese *-iIJ or Tibetan -in to Burmese -ac < **ik occurs in enough 
examples that it cannot be properly called an irregularity (cf. correspondences 29, 30, 31, 33). 
This correspondence requires further clarification. Hill writes that it "is noteworthy that 
Burmese does not have the rime an corresponding to OC ilJ but only to OC eIJ. Perhaps the 
distinction between e and i in Old Chinese provides a conditioning environment to account 
for the two divergent correspondences of Burmese, namely ac and an to WrT in. This 
hypothesis suggests the sound changes *elJ > an, *ilJ > ac" (2012:74). However, two cognates 
sets potentially contradict this observation, viz. Chinese 't~ len < *k.r~ilJ (03871) "love; pity" 
compared to Burmese rafifib "love" (#27) and Chinese "F sin < *sin (0382a) "pungent; 
painful" compared to Burmese safifib "liver" (#36). 
25 It should be kept in mind throughout that *-i[t] and *-i[n] in the system of Baxter and Sagart 
allow for *-ik and *ilJ as alternative reconstructions (cf. #39, 40, 41). 
26 The Burmese is irregular and perhaps should be excluded as a potential cognate. 
27 The change of *m-s- > mch- may be seen as a form of Conrady's law (cf. Hill 2011b: 446-
447). However, Conrady's law was formulated only with regard to the effects of lJ-. Another 
instance of Conrady's law with m- is suggested by the reconstruction *m-swa for mtsho 
"lake" (cf. Beckwith 2008:179 footnote 59, Jacques and Michaud 2011: appendix page 11). 
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Table 3 (cont.): Correspondences to Old Chinese *i in Tibetan and Burmese 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
38 a kjit<*C.qi[t] luck skyid happy khya?8 love 
(0393a) 
39 tJJ tshet<*[tsh]~i[t] cut; urgent - - chac cut 
(0400f) <**chik 
40 1::: tshit<*[tsh]i[t] seven - - khu-nac seven 
(0400ai9 <**khu-
nik 
41 - jit<*ti[t] (0394a) one - - ac<**ik a unit, one 
42 iii tshimX<*[tsh][i]m7 sleep gzim sleep - -
(0661f) <*gdzim 
43 )~ tsimH<#tsims soak - - cim soak 
(0661m) 
44 ~ limX<*p.rim7 rations bhrim distribute - -
(0668a) 
5. Old Chinese *e 
Old Chinese *e corresponds to -i-, -a-, and -e- in Tibetan. These three 
correspondences are however nearly in complementary distribution. In Tibetan -a-
appears before dentals, -i- before velars (Dempsey's law), and -e- before labials (cf. 
Table 4). At first glance Burmese offers -a- corresponding to Chinese *-e- in all words 
except lip-pra "butterfly", but according to Shafer's law the original vowel before 
velars was *-i-. Thus, Burmese has two correspondences, with -a- before dentals and 
*-i- before velars and labials. Formulated in this way the exceptional status of /ip-pra 
"butterfly" disappears. Because the two Burmese reflexes -a- and -i- are in 
complementary distribution, one may postulate that the Chinese value of the vowel is 
original with Burmese showing a conditioned sound change. 
Not cognizant of the comparisons with dental codas, Hill (2012:71-72, 74) 
suggests that Tibeto-Burman *-e- unconditionally had changed into *-i- already by the 
stage ofproto-Burmish. To incorporate these new data into the history of the Burmese 
vowel one may suggest the change *-et > -at occurred before the change *-e- > -i-. 
28 The Old Bunnese points to a vowel -a- rather than -i-. 
29 The comparison of the initials looks less implausible with Schuessler's reconstruction *sQ.it 
(2009:302, §29-31). 
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Thus, a series of three successive sound changes accounts for the Burmese forms: *et 
> at, *e > *i, *ik> ac (Shafer's law). 
Table 4: Correspondences to Old Chinese *e in Tibetan and Burmese 
Dental codas 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
45 J\ peat<*p~ret eight brgyad<*brjad eight rhac eight 
(0281a) <*rhyat3O 
46 3U bjet<*N-pret divide, ..jrad scratch (v.) prat be cut in 
(0292a/ 1 separate two, cut off 
47 ~ trjenX<*trent roll over; rdal spread, - -
(0201a) unfold extend 
48 fFmi plljien<*phe[n] oblique Iphal step aside, phay go aside, 
(0246h?2 make way put aside 
49 ~ dzyenH repair glan patch, lhan a patch 
<*[g]e[n]ts (0205f) mend (v.) 
50 !¥- sjen<*[s][e]r fresh gsar new sa titivate 
(0209a) 
Velar codas 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
51 :§It tsyek<*tek one gcig<*gceg one tac<**tik one 
(1260c) 
52 )jlilj tek<#t~ek (0877-) a drop, to thig<*teg drop, dot - -
drop 
53 ;:g mjieng<*C.meIJ name myifi<*myeIJ name mann<**miIJ name 
(0826a) 
54 ~ tsreang<*m-ts~reIJ strife, bdzil1<*ljdzeIJ quarrel, cac<**cik war, battle 
(08Ua) quarrel fight 
30 The Old Burmese value *rhyat can be inferred both on the basis of Old Burmese spellings 
such as yhat and het and on cognates in the Loloish and Burmish languages (cf. Nishi 1974:1, 
1999:47). The change of Old Burmese -yat to Written -ac is regular, also seen in the words 
mryat> mrac "root" and khyat > khyac "love". Old Burmese *rhyat is as much a philological 
interpretation as a reconstruction. 
31 Gong also compares ?Bl !jet < #ret (0291f) "split, crack". 
32 Note that *-[n] in Baxter and Sagart's reconstruction indicates that -*r is also possible (cf. 
#62,63,109,110,111,113,114,156,157). 
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Table 4 (cont.): Correspondences to Old Chinese *e in Tibetan and Bunnese 
Velar codas (cont.) 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
55 # tsjengX<*C.tselJ? well (n.) rdzbi<*rdzelJ pond - -
(0819a) 
56 !tJ/5 sraeng<*s.relJ sister's srbi-mo<*srelJ sister ofa - -
(0812g) child man 
57 ?fJ. yeng<#lelJ (0815a) fill - - plafifi'l fill 
<**plilJ? 
58 ~ meng<*mfelJ dark - - mafifib dark, black 
(0841a) <**milJl:l 
Labial codas 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
59 KlR dep<#l'ep (0633g) records leb-mo flat - -
60 ~ dep<#Fep (1255a) double Ideb double - -
down 
61 ~~ hu-dep butterfly phye-ma-Ieb butterfly lip-pra butterfly 
<#gfa-Ifep (0633h) 
The overall complementary distribution of Tibetan -a-, -i-, and -e- is broken by 
five words (cf. Table 5). 
Table 5: An exceptional correspondence of Old Chinese *e 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
62 1~ penH<*pfe[n]s (go) all .ypel increase, - -
(0246b) around augment 
63 ~ senH<*[sFe[n]s sleet ser hail - -
(0156d) 
64 ~ dzyeX < *[d]e? this bdi this - -
(0866a) 
65 t~ dijH<*[IFejs earth, ground gii<*glii base mliy ground 
(0004b') 
66 tll tsyep < #tep to fold Itab fold thap place one on 
(0690-) another, repeat 
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It would be injudicious to reconstruct additional vowels to account for these 
examples. 
Handel suggests that de "that" rather than bdi "this", is the Tibetan cognate of 
Chinese ~ dzyeX < *[d]ei (0866a) "this" (2009:301). A correspondence in open 
syllables of "e" to "e" is more straightforward than a correspondence of "e" to "i", but 
the semantics are more straightforward in Gong's formulation. Until further open 
syllable correspondences are identified it will be difficult to decide whether bdi "this" 
or de "that" makes the better cognate to ~ dzyeX < *[d]ei (0866a) "this". 
The comparison of Chinese fit to Tibetan gii and Burmese mliy (#65) is the only 
instance of the Chinese rime *-ejs among the proposed cognate sets considered here. It 
is conceivable that Tibetan and Burmese underwent a change *ej > i, but without 
further examples this suggestion is speculation. Bodman reports that fit has an 
addition reading *l~is that would make the correspondence regular (1980:99). Axel 
Schuessler previously compared fit dijH<*[I]~ejs (0004b') "earth, ground" to Tibetan 
fder "clay" (1974:196), but appears to have abandoned this comparison (2007:210, 
2009:214). 
In place of :j:~ tsyep < #tep (0690-) "fold", Schuessler compares t€J dep < #l'ep 
(0690g) "fold (n.)" (2009:356); this suggestion improves the comparison to Tibetan 
ftab < *blab "fold", but essentially abandons the Burmese comparison. Schuessler's 
additional comparison with Tibetan fdeb "bend, double over" makes the vowel 
correspondence regular, but one should note that this verb rests on very flimsy 
lexicographical authority (cf. Hi112010:160). 
6. Old Chinese *~ 
Tibetan and Burmese lack the vowel *::l and Old Chinese -::l- has complicated 
correspondences; the Tibetan cognates divide into four categories according to their 
nuclear vowel: -a-, -0-, -U-, -i-. Nonetheless, the most common correspondence by far 
is Chinese -::l- versus Tibetan -a- and Burmese -a- (cf. Table 6). This correspondence 
should be reconstructed as *::l. 
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Table 6: The correspondence of Old Chinese *a to -a- in Tibetan and Burmese 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese 
67 4 nyiX<*C.n:lt ear rna ear nab 
(098la) 
68 ~ dzi<*dz:l kind (adj.) mdzab love ca 
(0966j)33 
69 r tsiX<*ts:lt child tsha grandchild -
(0964a) 
70 a muwX<*m:lt mother ma mother ma 
(0947a) 
71 _ dzriH<*m-s- serve; service, rdzas thing, ca 
rats (0971a)34 affair matter 
72 1fZ hjuwX<*[G]w:lt friend grogs friend -
(0995e)35 <*gwrags 
73 MG dzok<*k.dz'ak bandit jl 36 ag robbery -
(0907a) 
74 $~ tsyik<*t:lk weave (v.) bthag weave (v.) rak 
(0920f) 
75 t~ heak <#gr':lk kernel fruit rag_tse37 stone in -
(0937a') fruits 
76 ~ xok <*rp':lk black smag dark, man, mhan 
(0904a)38 darkness 
77 ~ yik<*Gr:lp wing lag hand, arm lak 
(0954d)39 
33 Gong also compares !j. dziH < *dZ:lS (0966k) "copulate" (1995/2002:115). 
34 The comparison of the initials is not compelling. 
meaning 
ear 
love 
-
mother 
thing 
-
-
weave (v.) 
-
ink 
hand, arm 
35 The lack of a final -k in Chinese is an irregularity; however, a correspondence of Chinese -( 
to Tibetan -g or Burmese -k is seen elsewhere (cf. #149, 197). 
36 This word is an exception to Schiefner's law; it should be *bjag or *zag; this exception 
should perhaps lead to the rejection of the comparison. 
37 Most words in Tibetan that end with -tse are loans from Chinese (cf. e.g. don-tse "copper 
coin;' < jiJr tongzi or lcog-tse "table" < ~T zhuozi). These words are probably not 
cognate. 
38 Gong also compares ;\I mok<*C.m':lk (0904c) "ink, black". 
39 The comparison is more compelling with Schuessler's *l:lk (2009:110). In Baxter and 
Sagart's reconstruction, comparison with Tibetan lJdab-ma "wing" appears more compelling, 
cf. footnote 45. 
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Table 6 (cont.): The correspondence of Old Chinese *;;, to -a- in Tibetan and Burmese 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
78 ~ mjuwngH dream rman-{lam) dream mak40 dream vi 
<*c.m:nJs (0902a) 
79 Rft 'ing<*[q](r)alJ breast(plate ); bran breast ran breast, chest 
(0890e) oppose 
80 ~1I!l ying<*m.mlJ fly (n.) sbran bee - -
(0892a) <*smrari 
81 ,t~ tsong<*[ts]'alJ hate sdan hate - -
(0884d) 
82 ~ tsying<*talJ twigs as - - thanb fuel, firewood 
(0896k) firewood 
83 X yim<#lam walk lam path lamb path42 
(0656a)41 
84 fiiM~ needle khab needle ap needle 
tsyim<*t.[k]am 
(0671no)43 
85 it; nyimX<*n[a]m"l think snam think - -
(0667q) 
86 JL /ip<*k.rap stand (v.) bkhrab strike, stamp, ryap stand, stop, 
(0694a) tread heavily halt 
87 5& kip<#bp draw water - - khap dip up, draw 
(0681h) from well water from a 
well 
88 ~ top<*[t]'[a]p answer "tab cast, send - -
(0676a)44 
40 The coda ofthe Burmese word is irregular. 
41 Gong also compares El31~ yuw < *lu "follow from" (1079a, 1096r), m dawX < *b.l'u"l 
"way" (1048a), and ~ dawH < #l'us (1048d) "lead", but these comparisons are no longer 
compelling in the Baxter-Sagart system. 
42 Gong also compares Burmese Iham/:t "to step". 
43 Laurent Sagart draws my attention to the variant character ~t for "needle" (per litteras, 23 
October 2009), being part ofGSR 686 (the same series as + dzyip "ten" [0686a]), suggests 
that this word also has the form *t.[k]ap, which provides a better fit with the Tibetan and 
Burmese. 
44 Gong also compares ;t twojH < *[t]'[a]ps (OS 11 a) "respond". 
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Table 6 (cont.): The correspondence of Old Chinese *;') to -a- in Tibetan and Burmese 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
89 )JL khip<*k-rap weep khrab-khrab a person prone - -
(0694h) to weep 
90 1li zip<#s-lap practice, -Yslab teach, learn - -
(0690a) exercise 
91 !l,' sim<*sam heart -Ysam think - -
(0663a) 
92 -2i hom hold in the bgam put in the mouth - -
<*Ca-m-k'[a]m mouth 
(06511') 
93 ~~ hjuwng bear (n.) dom45 bear (n.) walJ1 bear (n.) 
<*C.[G]w(r)am 
(0674a) 
94 ~ bjun<#ban burn bbar bum, blaze lPa shine 
(0474a) 
95 ~ xwon<#1p.'an marriage smyan-ka marriage, - -
(0457m) married couple 
96 m hjwijH stomach grod<*gwrad stomach - -
<*[G]wa[t]s (0523a) 
97 ~ kjijX<*kaj? few; how bgab some - -
(0547a) many 
98 ~ Iywij<*[G]wa[j] go against bgol<*l]gwal part, deviate - -
(057ld) 
99 lii kjwij<*[k ]waj return bkhor circle - -
(0570a)46 <*bkhwar 
45 The reconstruction of this word in pre-Tibetan is not easy, but the Chinese and Burmese 
comparata make clear that some kind of labio-velar is at play, i.e. that the vowel -0- in 
Tibetan is due to Laufer's law. The initial correspondence seen in the comparision of Tibetan 
dorn to Burmese warn "bear" and Chinese ~~ hjuwng < *Gwam (0674a) "bear" appears 
irregular. The Bodish languages offer warn for Kurtop and worn35 for Monpa. This suggests 
that both Laufer's law and the d- in Tibetan is recent. The comparison of Tibetan bdab-rna 
"wing" to Chinese ~ / j!, yik < *Grap "wing" (0912b, 0954d) exhibits the same 
correspondence in the initials. The Bodish languages unforutnately do not appear to have this 
etymon. Tangut also has a d- in "bear" ~ dow. 
46 Gong also compares @) hwoj<*[G]w'aj (0542a) "revolve" (1995/2002:85). 
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Table 6 (cont.): The correspondence of Old Chinese *(:) to -a- in Tibetan and Burmese 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
100 ))t)iffi sejX<*[s]~::lr{ wash ';stsal clean, clear - -
(0478j/0594g)47 
101 jjji~' ,;gwij<*qwh::lr brilliant khrol-khrol bright, shining, - -
(0458k; 04581) <*khwral sparkling, 
glistening 
In three words Tibetan unexpectedly has -0- as the main vowel (cf. Table 7); the 
Burmese cognates show -a- as expected. 
Table 7: The correspondence of Old Chinese *(:) to -0- in Tibetan and -a- in Burmese 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
102 }~, sik<*S::lk breathe srog life sak life, breath 
(0925a) 
103 t.><: mjuwk<*m::lk herdsman bbrog<*rnrog nomad - -
(l037a) 
104 ~ zim<*s::l-l[::l]m measure of mdom-pa fathom (n.) laf}1 fathom (n.) 
(0662a) 8cM R <*mlom 
These irregularities are best treated within the context of Tibetan historical 
phonology; it is neither appropriate to reconstruct an extra vowel in the proto-language, 
nor to reject these three comparisons out of hand. 
Noting that Lashi distinguishes s;)15 "breath" and _?sak55 "life" (cf. Nishi 1999: 
105-106), it is likely that Burmese has collapsed two words (*sak > sak "life" and 
*7sak > sak "life"), and that Tibetan srog "life" and Chinese }~, sik < *s(:)k (0925a) 
"breath" are not direct cognates. Gong does not include Tibetan srog in the 
comparison (1995/2002: 113). 
Less easy to set aside are the twelve words in which Old Chinese *-(:)-
corresponds to -u- in Tibetan or Burmese. The agreement of Tibetan and Burmese 
suggests that either Chinese has innovated or the reconstruction of *-(:)- rather than *-
u- for Chinese for these words is mistaken. In certain phonetic circumstances it is 
47 Gong compares Chinese ))fG sejX<*[s]~::lr? (0478j) "wash" and )jffi sejX<*[s]'::lr? (0594g) 
separately to Tibetan ';sal < ';stsal "clean, clear" and ,jbsil "wash" respectively (1995/2002: 
87). However, the primary meaning of Tibetan bsil is "cool"; its use as an honorific verb 
"wash" is probably derivative. In view of the identical pronunciation and meaning of the two 
Chinese characters Schuessler (2009:283, 330) is surely correct to identify them. 
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difficult to distinguish Old Chinese *-::1- and *-u-; it is therefore convenient to 
separately discuss the four relevant rime types of the Chinese reflexes. 
Four cognates are available for Old Chinese syllables with the main vowel -::l-
and labial codas (cf. Table 8). 
T bI 8 C a e : d orrespon ences 0 fOldCh' 'th I b' I d . Tb t mese -::I WI a Ia co as m I e an an dB urmese 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
105 i~~ khom<f\h~::Im vanquish, -vkum kill - -
(0658q,0651v) kill 
106 ~ zim <*s::l-I[::I]m warm up gtum fierce, hot, lurrz warm 
(0662a) (food) angry48 
107 f<Hff nyimH<#n::lms pregnant sbrum pregnant - -
(0667ik)49 
108 A nyip<*n[::I]p enter nub to sink, set nup to dive, go 
(0695a) beneath 
Whereas Baxter and Sagart allow for both *u and *::1 before labials (represented -
P) in their reconstruction of Old Chinese, Schuessler makes no attempt to distinction 
*uP and *::IP, reconstructing everywhere *::IP (2009:354, 359). If one follows 
Schuessler's approach, a Chinese merger of originally distinct *uP and *::IP and a 
reconstruction *u in the proto-language on the strength of the Tibetan or Burmese data 
accounts for the correspondence of Old Chinese *::IP to both -aP and -uP in Tibetan. 
48 Gong (1995/2002:119) omits the Tibetan, which Bodman suggests, reconstructing *glum 
(1980: 539). 
49 Gong (1995/2002:120) reconstructs f{Hff nyimH < *smrum (0667i,k) "pregnant". No ii~5I! 
xiesheng contacts suggest an m- in the series GSR 667. Gong appears to be following the 
suggestion of Pulleyblank (1979:36) that based on the transcription {f~~ for Mimana (a 
fifth century polity, which was a member of the Kaya :!JoJf~ federation on the Korean 
peninsula) that this ii~5I! xiesheng series once had initial *m-. The evidence for reading {f 
~~ as Mimana comes from the B ~w£e. Nihonshoki, where in the record of !lie Suinin it 
is also spelled 5I.~~ (Kojima et al. 1994:295). Sagart argues that fEHff nyimH < *n[a]m-s 
"pregnant" (0667i,k) is etymologically derived from {f nyim < *n[a]m (0667f) "to carry". 
The semantics are thus not favourable to Gong's suggestion. Sagart also proposes an 
etymological connection with m nom < *nl'[a]m (0650a) "south", which argues against the 
m- initial proposed by Pulleyblank (cf. Sagart 1988). Jacques (2003:124) citing Pan (2000: 
240-241) instead compares Tibetan sbrum "pregnant" with lJl. yingH < *1[i]lJ-s. I was 
however mistaken to report that *m.ram-s is a possible reconstruction of lJl. yingH (Hill 
2011:449). 
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However, because the system of Baxter and Sagart distinguishes *uP and *:;}P, it 
should be possible to test the hypothesis that these four words had the vowel *u and 
not the vowel *;;, in Old Chinese. Baxter (1992:550) reconstructs *um for those words 
which have rhyme contacts in the W~~ Shijing with *ulJ. Such evidence exists for six 
words, only one of which Baxter and Sagart (2011) currently reconstruct with *u. 
~ tshom < *m-s~r[~]m (0647c) "team of three horses" 
~~ 'im < *q(r)[u]m (0651y) "dark" 
I@; lim < *(p.)r[:;}]m (066ge) "look down at" 
~ 'imH < *q(r)[~]m/s (0654a) "give to drink" 
g;[ dzyim < * [t.G] [:;}]m (0658c) "reliable, to trust" 
1ft dzyimX < *[t.G][~]ml (0658a) "excessive, very" 
It appears that Baxter and Sagart are now using criteria apart from rhyming with 
*-ulJ in the W~~ Shijing for reconstructing *u in Old Chinese. Because they have not 
published any further reflections on this problem, it is necessary here to put the matter 
aside. Admitting merely the possibility that these four words may have had the rime 
*uP in Old Chinese, I repeat them below in Table 15. Baxter and Sagart (2011) 
themselves tentatively suggest an original vowel *u for ~ zim < *s~-l[~]m (0662a) 
"warm up (food)". 
In syllables with dental codas and non-labial initials it is easier to distinguish -u-
and -~- than in other phonetic environments (cf. Table 9). 
Table 9: Correspondences of Old Chinese-:;} 
with dental codas and non-labial initials in Tibetan and Burmese 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
109 ~ drin<*[d]ra[n] (0374a) dust (n.) rdul dust, ashes - -
110 ~& ngin<*l]ra[n] (0416k) silver dnul silver nuy silver 
111 r& kon<*[k]~a[n] (0416b) root, khul-ma bottom or - -
trunk side ofsth 
112 ~ konX<#[k]~a[n]? (0416-) neck mgul neck50 - -
Because the Middle Chinese readings of these ,characters lack a medial -w- (i.e. 
are I'fflD kiiikou syllables), none of these three words can be reconstructed with *-u-
in Old Chinese (Baxter 1992:427-28).51 These words must be rejected as potential 
50 Gong also compares mgur "neck" (199512002:103), 
51 Baxter mentions explicitly that Jm drin < *dran (0374a) has the rime -an (1992:427). 
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cognates. 
The next Chinese phonetic environment to consider is syllables with dental codas 
and labial initials (cf. Table 10). Here *-:m and *-un are again difficult to distinguish. 
Table 10: Correspondences of Old Chinese-;) 
with dental codas and labial initials in Tibetan and Burmese 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
113 ~ bin<*(Ca.)[b]m[n] (0471v) poor dbul poor - -
114 0- pjun<*pa[n] (0471a) divide bbul, bphul give - -
115 ~ pjunX<*ma.pan't (0471d) flour dbur smooth (v.) - -
116 ~ pjij<*Ca.pa[r] (0580a)52 fly (v.) bphur fly (v.) - -
Without making his reasoning explicit, Baxter (1992:427) identifies ~ bin 
<*br;)n (0471v) as an instance of *-;)n; if ~ has the rime -;)n, its comparison with 
Tibetan dbul "poor" must be rejected. Again without comment, but presumably based 
on the rhyming patterns of the w:~~ Shying, Baxter further remarks that words with 
phonetic 7t "are generally to be reconstructed" with *-;)n (1992:431). This suggests 
that 7t and ~ do not permit reconstructions with the vowel *u and are not cognate 
with the Tibetan words bbul "give" and dbur "smooth (v.)" respectively. 
In 1992 Baxter did not yet recognize -r as a possible final in Old Chinese. 
Consequently, one must consult his discussion of the rimes *;)j and *uj for criteria to 
differentiate *;) and *u in the reconstruction of ~. The evidence of the w:~ Shying 
does not distinguish *;)j and *uj after labial initials (Baxter 1992:454), nonetheless 
Baxter sees some reason to suppose that these rimes were distinct in a period before 
the composition of the w:~~ Shying (1992:458-462). There is currently no obstacle to 
accepting ~ as a cognate of Tibetan bphur "fly (v.)", suggesting that it may have 
been *Ca.pur in pre-Shying Chinese, and adding it to Table 15. 
In sum, among the twelve words which exhibit a correspondence of Chinese *-;)-
to Tibetan -u- seven must be rejected (~~tH~I5lJ:i~7t~, #109-115) and four may be 
kept, if they are reconstructed as *-u- in Old Chinese (M&~A~); "pregnant" (ftfMf, 
#107) should be rejected on other grounds (cf. footnote 49). 
In four words Old Chinese *-;)- appears to correspond to Tibetan -i- (cf. Table 11); 
in the two cases a Burmese comparison is available it confirms -i-. 
52 Gong instead compares Tibetan ophur "fly" to ~)jID pjun < *(Ca.)pa[r] (0471ef) "fly (v.), 
soar" and If pjunH < *p[a][n]s (0473a) "spread wings and fly" (1995/2002: 105). 
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Table 11: The correspondence of Old Chinese -()- Tibetan -i-
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
117 # kimH<*kr[ Q ]ms prohibit :>r-: khrims right, law - -
(0655k) 
118 5x drim < *[l]r[Q]m sink (v.) thim fade, tim shallow 
(0656b) dissolve 
119 't. limX<#rQm't full of fear, rim-bgro honor, - -
(0668d) respectful service53 
120 ;J1J gim<#[C.G](r)[Q]m catch sgrim hold fast - -
(0651n) 
121 if 'imH<*q(r)[Q]ms subterranean khyim house im house 
(0653-)54 room 
122 Jt gi<*gQ (0952a) (3p gyi, etc. (genitive) - -
possessive) 
123 !\llN ngjin<#lJQ[n] gums rnil / snit gums - -
(0416-) <*lJii1 
124 JL kijX<*krQj't stool, small khri emperor, khriy foot, leg 
(0602a) table throne 
It is difficult to distinguish *-()m and *-im in Old Chinese (Baxter 1992:553-555); 
the possibility should thus be kept in mind that cases of *-()m in Old Chinese should 
instead be reconstructed *im (#117-121). The remaining comparisons must be rejected 
as cognates or explained within the context of Tibetan historical phonology. 
In the comparison of ;tt "3p possessive" and gyi, etc. "genitive", the vowel in 
either language could be explained by the high frequency grammatical nature of the 
words under comparison. In contrast, the comparison of Chinese JL "stool, small 
table" to Tibetan khri "imperial title, throne" (#124) should be rejected. In Old Tibetan 
khri only ever occurs in conjunction with brtsan as part of an emperor's reign name, 
e.g. Khri Sroti-lde brtsan; it never means "throne". Thus, this comparison faces 
semantic as well as phonetic obstacles. 
In five comparisons Old Chinese -()- corresponds to Tibetan -e-, and either -a- or -
i- in Burmese (cf. Table 12) 
53 Walter discusses the semantics of this term and many textual passages (2009: 166-174), but 
does not venture an etymology. 
54 Luarent Sagart proposes this comparison (per litteras 20 June 2012). 
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Table 12: The correspondence of Old Chinese -~- with Tibetan -e-
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
125 ~Il!i zying<*C:l.1m) rope, cord bbren braid amhyan string, 
(0892b) <*1Jmrel) thread 
126 m xjwijX<*1p:lj? bum mye fire mlb fire 
(0583ei5 
127 }I nyeX<#n:lj? near, draw fie near nIb near 
(0359c) near to 
128 f=§ mjijX<*[m]:lj? tail - - mrlb tail 
(0583a) 
129 ~ senX<#s:lr? glossy gser gold - -
(0478h) 
130 ~ ginH<*[g]m[r]s famine bkren-po beggar, - -
(0480r)56 destitute 
person 
According to Dempsey's law Tibetan changed *-el) to -in (cf. Dempsey 2003:90, 
Hill 2012:72-73), it is thus rather surprising to see the sequence -en in the word bbren 
"braid". The fact that this Tibetan word participates in Simon's law and the existence 
of a Naish cognate *briN (Jacques and Michaud 2011: appendix, p. 16) militates 
against disregarding it as a look-alike or loan. For lack of a better explanation, it is 
perhaps thinkable that the importance of this word in the myth of Tibet's first emperor 
Gfiab-khri btsan-po, could indicate that it was borrowed along with the story from an 
early Tibetan dialect which had not undergone *-el) > -in into the dialect which formed 
the basis of the writing system and had undergone this change. 
(2) bWl-nas rta rdzllJi mchid-nas / dbub lJ,bren zan-yag kyan gchad-du gsol 
/ dbub skas sten dgub yan kha thur-du bstan-du gsol-nas / de rnam gfiis 
kyan de biin gnan-no / / 
Then, the horse groom requested that the emperor cut his numerous head-
braids, and he requested that he also turn down his nine-stepped head-
ladder. The king granted these two requests accordingly. (cf. PT 1287 line 
16, cf. Imaeda et al. 2007: 200) 
55 Gong also compares Ch. ')( xwaX < *qwh~:lj? (0353a) "fire" (1995/2002:83), but the initial 
does not correspond in the Baxter-Sagart system. 
56 The reconstruction *-[r] in Baxter and Sagart's system indicates that *-n is also possible. 
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The four remaining comparisons of Old Chinese -*~- to Tibetan -e- are examples 
of either *~j or *~r in Old Chinese, suggesting that a conditioned sound law is at play. 
Bringing together from Tables 6 and 12 the comparisons which involve Chinese 
syllables with the rimes *~j or *~r results in Table 13. 
Table 13: Cognates of the Chinese rimes *~j and *~r 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
97 ~ kjijX<*kJj1 few; how bgab some - -
(0547a) many 
100 51G5iffi sejX<*[s]~ar1 wash ,",stsal clean, clear - 57 -
(0478j10594g) 
98 ~ hjwij<*[G]wa[jJ go against bgol part, deviate - -
(0571d) <*bgwal 
99 liff kjwij<*[k]waj return bkhor circle - -
(0570a) <*bkhwar 
101 j:!j!filf! xjwij<*qwhar brilliant khrol-khrol bright, shining, - -
(0458k; 04581) <*khwral sparkling, 
glistening 
126 m xjwijX<*tp.aj1 bum mye fire mil; fire 
(0583e)58 
128 f;§ nljijX<*[m]aj1 tail - - mril; tail 
(0583a) 
127 }I nyeX<#naj1 near, draw fie near nil; near 
(0359c) near to 
129 WG senX<#sar1 glossy gser gold - -
(0478h) 
130 ~ ginH<*[g]ra[r]s famine bkren-po beggar, 
(0480r) destitute 
person 
57 Gong also compared Burmese chiyIJ "wash", but since both the initial and rime are off, I 
disregard this suggestion. 
58 Gong also comapres Chinese Y< xwaX < *qwh~aj1 (0353a) "fire", but the initial does not 
correspond in the Baxter-Sagart system. 
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It is possible to propose that the divergent correspondences of Chinese *<lj and 
*<lr in Tibetan are phonetically conditioned. Following Laufer's law, I have 
reconstructed the Tibetan examples of -0- as *wa, but one could potentially reconstruct 
*we. If this strategy is taken, Tibetan bgab "some" and .ystsal "clean, clear" are the 
only forms in need of explanation. 
Gong gives the Written Tibetan verb .ysal (pres. gsel, past, bsal, fut. bsal, imp. sol) 
"cleanse, clear", but the Written Tibetan derive via the change sts- > s- from an Old 
Tibetan verb with the root is .ystsal, as examples such sdTg-pa thams-cad bstsald "clear 
away all sins" (IOL Tib J 751, f. 40v, 1. 1) and bar-chad thams-cad yons-su bstsalte 
"completely clear away all hindrances" (PT 16, f. 29r, 1. 2) clearly reveal. The 
comparison of Chinese s- to Tibetan sts- weighs against the validity of this comparison. 
Ignoring differences of voicing or prefixes Chinese TS- normally corresponds to 
Tibetan TS- (e.g. #54, 55, 68, 69, 154, 182, 185, 191, 275, 280, 314, 321). If we 
consequently dismiss the comparison of Chinese 5)t5@ sejX<*[s]l'<lr? (0478j /0594g) 
"wash" and Tibetan .ystsal "cleanse, clear" (#100) the only hurdle in the way of a 
regular change *<lj > e in Tibetan is the comparison of Chinese ~ !qijX < *bj? 
(0547a) "few; how many" with Tibetan bgab "some" (#97). 
To contextualize consideration of bgab "some" (#97) it is necessary to look at 
Chinese cognates of Tibetan -at. in general (cf. Table 14). 
Table 14: Old Chinese correspondences to Tibetan -ah 
-
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
97 ~ kjijX <*bj? few; how bgab some - -
(0547a) many 
11 5E!l pa<#pl'aj (00251) wave dbab wave - -
68 ~ dzi<*dz<l (0966j) kind (adj.) mdzab love ca love 
131 Ef paek<*pl'rak hundred brgyab<*brj al;} hundred rya hundred 
(0781a) 
132 5M duH<#dl'aks ford bdab pass over - -
(0801b) 
133 J}t zyek<*Ca.lAk hit with bow mdab<*mlal;} arrow mia arrow 
(0807a) and arrow 
134 B)i phaek<*phl'rak soul brlab soul Ipra soul 
(07820) 
135 A nangX<*nl'a1]? in past times gnab-bo ancient, in - -
(0730ki9 old time 
59 The correspondence of the codas is irregular. 
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Table 20: The correspondence of Chinese -0- to Tibetan -0-
where a Burmese cognate is missing 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
185 ~ tshuwng<*[ts]h~01J onion btsOIi onion - -
(1199g) 
186 ~ trjwet<#trot bind -vrtod tether, fasten, - -
(0295bf3 secure 
187 t5t. ywet<*lot (03240) pleased brod joy, joyful - -
188 mi gjwot<*[g]ot dig out (earth) rko dig - -
(0496s)74 
189 >'§ kwanH<#k~ons bubble bkhol boil - -
(0157±) 
190 II!!! thwaH<#th~ojs spit tho-Ie spit - -
(0031m) 
191 • tswan<*[ts]~or perforate, mtshon weapon - -
(0153hf5 penetrate 
192 !l kwaX<*s.[k]~o[r]t wrap (v.) skor go around - -
(0351d) 
In a further set of correspondences both Tibetan and Burmese have -u- (cf. Table 
21). I propose to reconstruct this correspondence as *-",w-, largely because this 
syllable fills a gap in Old Chinese (Hill 2012:75-77). This is a tentative suggestion, 
which faces two potential objections. First, it is somewhat worrisome that examples of 
*-",w- outnumber those of *-0-, because a priori *-"'w- should be less common than 
*-0- in the proto-language. Second, if *-aw and *-ew merge to -0 in Tibetan (cf. §9), 
one might expect *-",w- to also yield -0 in Tibetan. However, the fact that this 
reconstruction is called for only in open syllables or syllables with velar codas (with 
~ heap < *G~rop as the one exception, #214), by paralleling the distribution of -w in 
Old Chinese argues in favour of this reconstruction. 
73 Gong also compares,. tsywejH < #tots (0343a) "unite, together" (1995/2002:86). 
74 The presence of a final -t in Chinese is an irregularity. 
75 Gong also compares ~ tsjwen < *tson (0235c) "chisel, sharp point" (199512002:86). 
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T bi 21 Th a e : d e correspon ence 0 fCh· . T"b mese -0- to -u- m 1 etan an dB urrnese 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
193 ~ khju<#kho (0122g) body sku body - -
194 $L nyuX<*no? (0 135a) milk, nu suck nuiw} breast 
nipple 
195 ~ khuwH steal rku steal khuiw steal 
<*[k]h~(r)os (0111a) 
196 ff15 nyuH<#nos (0134d) child, mild nu-bo younger - -
brother76 
197 it drjuH<*dro(?)s stop (v.) bdug remain, stay - -
(0 129g)77 
198 {~ huwH<*[g],(r)os wait upon sgug wait - -
(0113ef8 
199 EI.!J khjowk<*kh(r)ok bent, bgugs bend k02k bend (v.) 
(1213a) crooked <**kuk 
200 ti kuwk<#k~ok (1226i) grain - - k02k rice plant 
<**kuk 
201 ~ tsyowk<#tok torch dugs light, kindle t02k<**tuk blaze, flame, 
(1224e) shine 
202 111 tsyhowk<*thok knock gtug meet, touch - -
(1224g) against 
203 ~ traewk<#tr~ok beat, strike rdug strike against - -
(1218c) 
204 ~ mjuH fog, mist rmugs dense fog - -
<*b.m(r)[o]ks (1109t) 
205 {~ zjowk<*s-[G]oQ9 popular lugs way, manner - -
(1220a) usage 
76 Gong also compares nu-mo "younger sister". 
77 The lack of a final -k in Chinese is an irregularity, but a correspondence of Chinese *-? 
Burmese -k or Tibetan -g is seen elsewhere (#72, 149). 
78 The lack of a final -k in Chinese is an irregularity. 
79 The comparison of the initials looks more plausible with Schuessler's reconstruction *s-lok 
(2009:159 § 11-14). 
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Table 21 (cont.): The correspondence of Chinese -0- to -u- in Tibetan and Burmese 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
206 :f'i. kuwk<*C.q~ok valley k/un stream, river khlo2n/:! river 
(1202a)80 < * *khl ui1l;l 
207 *.1\ sraewk<# s~rok suck, - - s02k drink 
(12220) inhale <**suk 
208 7'm thuwngH<*FoIJs be pained gdun feel pain, be - -
(1185q) pained 
209 :fi draewng strike rdun strike, beat - -
<*[N-tFroIJ (1188f) 
210 ~ trjowngX<*[t]roIJ't tomb rdun small mound, t02n<**tm1 hill, 
(1218h) mound hillock mountain 
211 ~fj phjowng bee bun-ba bee - -
<*ph(r)oIJ (1197st) 
212 rI!. khuwng<*kh~oIJ hollow, khun hole, pit, kho2n/:! be hollow 
(1172h/1 empty, hole hollow, cavity <**khuill). 
213 ~ sraewng < *[s]~roIJ a pair zun a pair CUfJ1 83 pair 
(1200a)82 <*dzuil 
214 Hi heap<*[G]~r[o]p accord bgrub accomplish, - -
(0675m) with achieve 
Two of Gong's examples exhibit a further correspondence of -0- in Chinese to -a-
in Burmese. 
Table 22: The correspondence of Chinese -0- to -a- in Burmese 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
215 if hop < *m-k~op (0675a) unite - - kap join, unite 
216 ~ hop < #m-k~op (0675e) reach, attain, - - khap arrive at 
go to 
80 The comparison of the initials looks more plausible with Schuessler's reconstruction *kl~ok 
(2009:158 §11-I4). Nonetheless the Chinese final -k is a problem; a better Chinese 
comparison to the words in Tibetan and Burmese is probably 5I kaewng < *k~roIJ (1Inv) 
"(Yangzi) river" or potentially J I [ tsyhwen < *t.1un (0462a) "river". 
81 Gong also compares fL khuwngX < #khol)'t (1 I 74a) "empty" (1995/2002:89-90). 
82 The Chinese initial is perhaps unexpected. 
83 The Burmese final is irregular. 
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The vowel -~- is difficult to distinguish from -0- in this syllable position; 
Schuessler reconstructs both -Er and ~ as *g~~p (2009:354). If one employs such a 
reconstruction these two sets of correspondences become regular; they would appear 
in Table 6. 
9. Old Chinese-w 
Tibetan cognates have the main vowel -0- whenever Old Chinese has final -w, 
regardless of the main vowel in Old Chinese (cf. Table 23 and Hill 2011a:715-716), 
because of this the Tibetan correspondences of Old Chinese words ending in -ware 
best considered together rather than with their respective Old Chinese main vowels. 
There are too few Burmese cognates to be confident about the correspondences of the 
various Chinese syllable types in Burmese. 
Table 23: Correspondences of Old Chinese -w in Tibetan and Burmese 
Chinese -aw 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
217 ~ maw<#m~aws very old rmo-rmo grandmother - -
(l137h) 
218 g§J yew<*law sing, song 10 talk, report - -
(1144j) 
219 ~ haw<*g~aw brave, mgo head - -
(11 29n) eminent84 
220 5m haw<*[C.g]~aw call out sgo say kho call 
(l041q) 
Chinese -awk 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
221 It dzak<*[dzFawk chisel - - ch02k<**chuk a chisel 
(l128a) 
222 ,~1 paewk<#pr~awk horse with - - pro 2k<* *pruk speckled, 
(l127a) mixed spotted 
colours 
84 Baxter and Sagart (2011) instead define "procupine; shaggy animal". 
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Table 23 (cont.): Correspondences of Old Chinese -w in Tibetan and Burmese 
Chinese -ewk 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
223 ~~ nyak<*newk soft, tender, nag-non soft, tender, - -
(1123a) weak weak 
224 11111*1 yewH shine (v.) glog lightning - -
<*lewks (1124ijk)85 
10. Summary of the main correspondences 
Assembling the regular correspondences among Chinese, Tibetan and Burmese 
discussed throughout this paper yields Table 24. This table does not distinguish nasals 
and stops, and treats -r and -1 as dentals. Although final consonants have not been the 
focus of this study, because (particularly in Burmese) final consonants condition 
changes in the nuclear vowels, a presentation of the correspondences which takes 
account of final consonants is more informative than one which does not. In addition, 
such a presentation allows lacunae in the available data to become more obvious. For 
example, one may predict that Chinese *-awk would correspond to Tibetan -ok, and 
perhaps it does, but the absence of cognates supporting this correspondence is noted 
with a question mark in Table 24. 
Table 24: Regular correspondences among Chinese, Tibetan, and Burmese 
main vowel Chinese Tibetan Burmese reconstruction examples 
(a) *a a a *a #229-251 
*aK aK aK *aK #252-287 
*aT aT aT *aT #297-326 
*aP aP aP *aP #288-296 
*aw 0 6 *aw #217-220 
*awk ? uk *awk #221, #222 
(i) * .. IJ i iy *. 1 #13-22 
*iK iK aC<**iK *iK #23-33 
*iT iT aC<**iK *iT #34-41 
*iP iP iP *iP #42-44 
85 Gong also compares :J:IlfJ yak < #lawk (1119f) "to shine" (1995/2002: 87). 
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Table 24 (cont.): Regular correspondences among Chinese, Tibetan, and Burmese 
main vowel Chinese Tibetan Burmese reconstruction examples 
(e) *e e (?) ? *e #64 
*eK iK<*ek aC<**iK *eK #51-58 
*eT aT aT *eT #45-50 
*eP eP iP *eP #59-61 
*ew ? ? *ew #? 
*ewk ok ? *ewk #223,224 
(~) *~ a a *~ #67-71 
*~K aK aK *~K #72-82 
*~T aT ? *~T #95-101 
*~P aP aP *~P #84-93 
*0 u u *~w #193-196 
*oK uK 02K<**uK *~w #197-213 
(u) *u u u *u #143 
*uK uK 02K<**uK *uK #144-151 
*uT uT uT *uT #154-165 
*uP uP uP *uP #153, #105-107 
*u u uiw *uw #136-142 
(0) ? 0 01 *0 #170,#171 
*oT oT 01T *oT #173-177 
? oK ? *oK #172 
? oP 01P *op #178 
*0 0 u *ow #180-184 
*ok ok 02K<**uK *owk #179 
11. Origins of Tibetan -e- and -0-
Progress in historical linguistics comes through the explanation of irregularities. 
Consequently, the more frequent irregularities within the data merit special scrutiny. 
The two most prominent irregularities are the appearance in Tibetan of the vowels -e-
(cf. Table 25) or -0- (cf. Table 26) where one would expect -a-. 
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Table 25: Unexpected instances of -e- in Tibetan 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
1 !C dzam<*[dz]'am ashamed bdzem feel ashamed - -
(0611c) 
2 ~ ye<*laj (0003q) move (v.) rje exchange lai change, 
exchange 
3 i1f. sreanX<*s-lJrar2 bear (v.), -vsrel rear, bring up - -
(0 194a) produce 
62 f,; penH<*p~e[n]s (go) all -vpel increase, - -
(0246b) around augment 
63 1& senH<*[s]'e[n]s sleet ser hail - -
(0156d) 
125 ~1lI! <rying<*C;).1m] rope, cord bbren braid amhyan string, 
(0892b) thread 
126 m xjwijX<*tp;)j2 bum mye fire mlb fire 
(0583e) 
128 J¥, 11?iijX<*[m];)j2 tail - - mrtb tail 
(0583a) 
129 ~ senX<#s;)r2 (0478h) glossy gser gold - -
130 ruri ginH<*[g]m[r]s famine bkren-po beggar, destitute - -
(0480r) person 
Table 26: Unexpected instances of Tibetan -0- (= Table 7) 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
102 }~, sik<*s;)k (0925a) breathe srog life sak life, 
breath 
103 ~)I: mjuwk<*m;)k herdsman bbrog<*mrog nomad - -
(l037a) 
104 ~ zim<*s;)-l;)m measure of mdom-pa fathom (n.) laf!l fathom 
(0662a) 8cM R <*mlom (n.) 
It is no coincidence that Gong ends his 1980 paper with an argument that -e~ and 
-0- in Tibetan are innovations. For -e- he explains that in Tibetan verb paradigms a 
non-etymological -e- often arises as a result of derivation (1980/2002:23-24). Gong 
accepts Coblin's explanation that a suffix -d (which appears as -s after the grave 
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consonants -b, -g, -m, and -il) changes an -a- into an -e- in the present stem of a verb 
(Coblin 1976:53-54), e.g. "bya (present byed, past byas, future bya, imperative byos) 
"do" and "sam (sems, bsams, gsam, soms) "think". By 1995, having found a number 
of Chinese cognates for Tibetan -e- , Gong had revised his thinking (1995/2002:87). 
He suggests that Tibetan -e- is the result of the sound changes *-i~- and *-ia- > -e-. 
Several of the apparent exceptional instances of Tibetan -e- are regular according 
to Gong's formulation using U's Old Chinese reconstructions.86 
Table 27: Irregular occurrences of Tibetan -e-
which are regular according to Gong's formulation 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning 
j£ *srianx (0194a) bear (v.), produce "srel rear, bring up 
~ *pians (0246b) (go) all around "pel increase, augment 
i£ *sians (0156d) sleet ser hail 
~ *si::lnx (0478h) glossy gser gold 
However, although he does not remark on them, some of Gong's proposed 
cognates contradict his own formulation. There are both cases where the -e- is 
unpredicted (cf. Table 28) and one word for which -e- is predicted but does not occur 
(cf. Table 29). In sum, Gong's explanation for the origin of -e- in Tibetan is 
unacceptable, both because it relies on obsolete Old Chinese reconstructions and 
because it is internally inconsistent. Reformulated in the perspective of the six vowel 
hypothesis Gong's account for the origin of Tibetan -e- suggests that Tibeto-Burman 
*-e- and *-::l- become Tibetan _e_. 87 Such a formulation achieves a much worse 
description of the data; -a- is a frequent reflex in Tibetan of both *-e- and *-::l- (cf. 
Tables 4 and 6). 
86Those examples which here compelled the proposal *-eT > -aT have -ja- rather than -ia- in 
Gong's reconstructions. 
87This reformulation is based on the six-vowel reconstructions of the words that Gong points to; 
it is far from the case that one can generally equate *-ia- and *-ia- in Li's system with *-e-
and *-a- in the six-vowel system. 
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Table 28: Occurences of Tibetan -e- that are unpredicted 
according to Gong's formulation 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning 
& *grj:ms (0480r) 
m. *smj;}dx (0583e) 
!( *dzam (0611c) 
famine bkren-po beggar, destitute person 
burn mye fire 
ashamed bdzem feel ashamed 
Table 29: A case where Gong predicts Tibetan -e- but it does not occur 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning 
J\ *priat (0281a) eight brgyad<*brj ad eight 
If Gong's explanation from 1995 is unsatisfactory, it is worth reconsidering his 
1980 proposal that many of the problematic cases of -e- in Tibetan are innovations 
caused through verbal derivation. In some Tibetan verbs the present stem with -e- is 
generalized to the entire paradigm. For example, the verb gsegs, gsegs, gsegs, gsegs 
"go/come" shows no paradigmatic stem changes, but the morphological imperative 
sogs functions as a suppletive imperative of the verb bon "to come" and R6na-Tas 
suggets that the past stem of this verb in Balti dialect and the loan adaptation into 
Mongour must reflect Old Tibetan *gsags (1966:95, #670). One is entitled to speculate 
that originally the verb had the paradigm .ysag (gsegs, *bSags, *gsag, sags) "go/come". 
In light of such cases, it is possible that the etymological stem vowel in bdzem "be 
ashamed", rje "exchange", fie "be near", .ysrel "rear", and .ypel "increase" was 
originally -a- and not -e-. However, this explanation leaves the unanticipated instances 
of -e- in nouns unaccounted for. One could postulate that such cases are not cognate 
with the Chinese words they have been compared to, or suggest that they are derived 
from verbs; either explanation is ad hoc and unsatisfactory. The problem of 
unanticipated -e- vowels in Tibetan nouns requires additional attention. Other potential 
accounts of rje "exchange" are also discussed above (cf. §3). 
Turning the discussion from the origins of Tibetan -e- to the origins of Tibetan 
-0-, Gong notes several correspondences of Tibetan -0- in Chinese (cf. Table 30). 
Table 30: Correspondences ofWrT 0 in OC following Gong (1995/2002) 
Tibetan Chinese 
-0- -Wa_ 
-0- -Wa-
-0- -ua-
-0- -aw-
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I have elsewhere reconsidered the correspondences of Tibetan -0- (cf. Hi112011a) 
and proposed the correspondences summarized in Table 31. 
T bl 31 C a e : d orrespon ences 0 fTb . Ch· 1 etan -0- m mese an dB urmese 
Tibeto-Burman Chinese Tibetan Burmese 
*wa -Wa-
-0 wa- (Anlaut) 
*wQ _WQ_ 
-0 wa- (Anlaut) 
*0 -0- -0- wa<-o,- (Inlaut) 
*ow -0- -0- -u- (02 before velars) 
*aw -aw -0 -6 [au] 
Nonetheless, these generalizations fail to explain the presence of -0- in the three 
Tibetan words presented in Table 26; these three words require further research. 
12. Additional irregularities 
The words in three categories of irregular vowel correspondences are here 
(provisionally) rejected as valid cognates. In the first case, an unambiguous vowel -*Q-
in Chinese corresponds to -u- in Tibetan (cf. Table 32). 
Table 32: An unambiguous -*Q- in Chinese corresponding to -u- in Tibetan 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
109 ~ drin<*[d]r~[n] dust (n.) rdul dust, ashes - -
(0374a) 
110 ~~ ngin<*lJr~[n] silver dnul silver nuy silver 
(04 16k) 
111 ;f~ kon<*[k]\~[n] root, trunk khul-ma bottom or - -
(0416b) side ofsth 
113 ~ bin < *(C~.)[b]m[n] poor dbul poor - -
(0471v) 
114 5t pjun<*p~[n] divide bbul, bphul give - -
(0471a) 
115 ~ pjunX<*m~.p~n{ flour dbur smooth (v.) - -
(0471 d) 
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In the second case, Chinese -*;:)- corresponds to Tibetan -i- (cf. Table 33). As 
mentioned above (§6, Table 11), the comparison of JL to Tibetan khri may also be 
dismissed on semantic grounds. 
Table 33: Chinese -*;:)- corresponding to Tibetan -i-
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
117 ;t1< kimH<*kr[ Q ]ms prohibit 7G khrims right, law - -
(0655k) 
122 Jt gi<*g:;} (0952a) (3p possessive) gyi, etc. (genitive) - -
123 t»l~ ngji<#1J:;}[n] gums rfiillsfiil gums - -
(0416-) <*1Jiil 
124 JL kijX<*kr:;}j? stool, small table khri emperor, khriy foot, leg 
(0602a) throne 
The two cases when Chinese -u- corresponds to Tibetan -a- can also be dismissed 
(§7, Table 17). 
Table 34 (=Table 17): Correspondence of Chinese u to Tibetan a 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
168 f* swon<*[s]'u[n] grandchild mtshan nephew - -
(0434a) 
169 ~Ji lwijH<*[r]u[t]s category gras class, order - -
(0529a) 
The two cases when Chinese -0- corresponds to Burmese -a- can also be 
dismissed (§8, Table 22). 
Table 35 (= Table 22): The correspondence of Chinese -0- to -a- in Burmese 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
215 if hop < *m-k'op unite - - kap join, unite 
(0675a) 
216 ~ hop < #m-k'op reach, attain, - - khap arrive at 
(0675e) go to 
In four cases, the cognate sets that Gong proposed present unique vowel 
correspondences not yet mentioned in this paper. In these words the codas also present 
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irregularities; these proposals are best dismissed so long as the correspondences they 
exhibit are unique. 
a e : mque vowe correspon ences T bi 36 U . d 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
225 ~ dzwaX sit "sdad sit, stay - -
<*[dz]'oOl? (0012a) 
226 m ku<*kw~a (0041d)88 net - - khwa<*kho a kind of 
net 
227 ~ swanH<#s'ons count "sar measure, - -
(01 74a) count 
228 ~ law<#r'u (1069r) spirits with ro taste - -
sediment 
Schuessler instead compares the Chinese ~ law < #pu (1069r) "spirits with 
sediment" to ru-ma "curdled milk" which would make the correspondence regular. 
In a number of cases it is possible to disregard comparisons of Gong's, even 
though they match the normal correspondence of vowels (cf. Table 37). Each case is 
discussed in the footnotes at the appropriate place, but the arguments for dismissing 
these correspondences merit repetition here. The Tibetan word jag "robbery" is an 
exception to Schiefner's law; it should be *bjag or *zag. Because most Tibetan words 
that with -tse are loans from Chinese (cf. e.g, don-tse "copper coin" < ~lP1r t6ngzi or 
lcog-tse "table" < *r zhuozi) Tibetan rag-tse "stone in a fruit" is probably not an 
inherited word. Instead of comparing Chinese ~ / if. yik < *Gr::lP "wing" (0912b, 
0954d) to Tibetan lag "hand", the correct cognate is probably bdab-ma "leaf, wing". 
Chinese 55t5ll!l sejX<*[s]'::lr? (0478j/0594g) "wash" may be cognate to Old Tibetan 
"stsal "clean, clear", but the correspondence of the initials is irregular, an irregularity 
hidden by citing the Written Tibetan spelling "sal "clean, clear". Tibetan ag-po "bad" 
cannot be of Tibeo-Burman provenance; Jaschke marks this word clearly as a word 
from a central Tibetan dialect (1881 :605). No inherited Tibetan words begin with the 
final letter of the alphabet. Because the sequence nr- does not occur in inherited 
Burmese vocabulary (Yanson 2006:104-105), Burmese nriib "meet" cannot be an 
inherited word. 
88 Gong also compares '& kuX < #k'a? "net" (0049m) (1995/2002:113). 
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Table 37: Correspondences to be rejected 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
73 Mt dzok<*k.dz'<'lk bandit Vag robbery - -
(0907a) 
75 t~ heak<#gr'<'lk (0937a') kernel fruit rag-tse stone in - -
fruits 
77 .. yik <*Gmp (0954d) wing lag hand, arm lak hand, arm 
100 )%529 sejX<*[s]'<'lr? wash .ystsal clean, clear - -
(0478j/0594g) 
258 ~ 'ak<*?'ak (0805h) bad, ugly ag-po bad - -
259 ~ ngaeH <*[1J],raks meet - - nrii/:z meet 
(0037f) 
13. Conclusions 
The six vowel hypothesis of Old Chinese casts a new light On Tibeto-Burrnan 
etymological comparisons. Some proposals look more secure (e.g. those in Table 18 
for which all three languages retain the original value *-0-); other proposals that 
formerly appeared secure are doubtful (e.g. those in Table 26 and Table 32). The 
reconstruction of Tibeto-Burman On the basis of a six vowel version of Old Chinese 
yields a proto-language which also has six vowels, the same six as Old Chinese. The 
vowel of Old Chinese almost always reflects the etymological vowel. However, three 
Tibeto-Burman rimes are missing in Old Chinese, i.e. * ow, *gW, and *uw; Chinese 
merges *ow and *gW with *0 and also merges *uw with *u. 
More work must be done On distinguishing *g and *u in Old Chinese before 
labials, velars, and -r. In addition, future research must explain the appearance of -0-
and -e- in some Tibetan words where the overall sound correspondences would predict 
-a-. Finally, further investigation should take fuller account of initials, codas, and 
additional languages than was possible here. 
The sound changes proposed here may be summarized as follows. 89 
89 This list uses the abbreviations: Old Burmese (OB), Old Chinese (OC), Old Tibetan (OT), 
Tibeto-Burman (TB). 
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Burmese 
Tibetan 
Chinese 
1. TB *a> OB a 
2. TB *eT> OB aT 
3. TB *e> OB i 
4. TB *iK > OB aC (Shafer's law) 
5. TB *uw > OB uiw 
6. TB *aw > OB uiw 
7. TB *ow > OB u 
8. pre-Burmese *uK> OB 02K (Maung Wun's law) 
9. TB *eK> OT iK (Dempsey's law) 
10. TB *eT> OT aT 
11. TB *uw > OT u 
12. TB *aw > OT u 
l3. TB *a > OT a 
14. TB *wa, *wa, *aw, *iw, *ew, *ow> OT a 
15. TB *aw> OC a 
16. TB *ow > OC a 
17. TB *uw > OC u 
These proposed sound changes largely overlap with those presented in two 
previous articles (Hill 2011 :717, Hill 2012:78), but there are differences. Changes 2, 
10, and 12 are not mentioned in the earlier papers.90 The proposal of Tibeto-Burman 
*-ilJ > *-ik> Burmese -ac, which Hill (2012:74) employs to account for comparisons 
such as Tibetan sf/in "heart" and Burmese nhac < **nhik "heart" is too speculative to 
include in the summary list here.91 
90 I do not claim to have discovered any of the sound changes presented in this article. 
91 This proposal is instead appropriately regulated to footnote 24 above. 
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Appendix 1: Tibeto-Burman *a 
Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
229 :5<0 nyo<*na (0094g) as, like, if na if - -
230 ntE ijoX<*[r]a? (OO77a) military unit dgra enemy - -
231 Dil dzjoX<#dza? eat -vza<*dza eat cal}. eat 
(0046u) 
232 ji: bju<*[b ] (r)a this, that pha yonder - -
(010Ia) 
233 i!iFJ hu<*g~a (0049a') how, what? ga (an - -
interrogative 
stem) 
234 g ijoX<*[r]a? (0076a) spine; pitch- gra-ma air, bristle, - -
pipe awn92 
235 ~ hae<*[g]'ra (0033j) distant - - ka tarry (v.) 
236 1m puX<*Ca-p~a? patch - - pa mend, 
(0102c') patch 
237 Y: bjuX<*[N-p](r)a? father IPha father pha father 
(0102a) 
238 .g ngu<*l)~a (0058f) I,my fla I, me ria I,me 
239 E nguX<*C.l)'al five l1ia five rial}. five 
(0058a) 
240 E khuX<*kh'al bitter kha bitter khal}. bitter 
(0049u) 
241 JI!l dzyaeH < *m-Ias musk-deer gla-ba musk-deer - -
(0807-) 
242 !ijj tuX<*t~al (0045c') see Ita look at - -
243 ~ mju<*ma (0103a) not have ma not ma not 
244 f?il. ngjo<#l)a (0079a) fish na<*riia fish rial}. fish 
245 1;( nrjoX<*ma? woman na-mo wife, - -
(0094a) housewife 
92 The frequently cited meaning "fish bones" is erroneous, arising from a sloppy perusal of 
liischke's definition, which clearly specifies this meaning only in the phrases na-gra and nabi 
gra-ma (1881: 184). 
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Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
246 g pae<#br'a (0039-) bamboo spa a cane wal). bamboo 
247 T hju<*Gw(r)a (0097a) go bgro<*bgwra go - -
248 P huX<*m-q'a? door sgo<sgwa door - -
(0053a)93 
249 )j)j hjuX<*[G]w(r)a? feather sgro<*sgwra feather - -
(0098a) 
250 ~ hwaeH<#Gw'ras birch gro-ga birch bark - -
(0044-) <*gwra-ga 
251 ¥ hjuH<*[G]w(r)as taro gro-ma tuber wa tuber 
(00970) <*gwra-ma 
252 't!f:. tsyhek<*[t-qh](r)Ak red khrag blood - -
(0793a) 
253 :w. yaeH<*N.rAks night iag<*riag day, 24hrs ryak day, 
(0800j) 24hrs 
254 ~ lak<#r'ak (07660) cord, bridle -Ysgrag94 bind - -
255 :fJ! Iq'wak<#kwak snatch -Ykog take away, - -
(0778b) away, seize snatch, rob 
256 iii huH<*[ G ]w'aks guard, bgogs prevent, - -
(0784k) protect <*bgwags avert 
257 :fJ! kjwak<#C:}qwak seize bgog<*bgwag take away - -
(0778b) forcibly 
258 ~ 'ak<*?'ak (0805h) bad, ugly ag-po bad95 - -
131 S paek< *p'rak hundred brgyab<*brjab hundred rya hundred 
(0781a) 
132 5iJ! duH<#d'aks (0801b) ford bdab pass over - -
93 Gong argues that this word is a hekOu (~D) syllable (1995/2002:85 footnote 15), which 
would be *m-qma? if one modified the Baxter-Sagart reconstruction. 
94 Gong compares -Ygags "bind", but most lexicographical sources do not cite this word Hill 
(2010:38,64) 
95 Jiischke (1881 :605) marks this word clearly as a word from a central Tibetan dialect. No 
inherited Tibetan words begin with the final letter of the alphabet. This comparison must be 
disregarded. 
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Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
133 J}t zyek<*C~.lAk hit with bow mdab<*mlab arrow mla arrow 
(0807a) and arrow 
259 };if ngaeH meet - - mal; meet96 
<*[l]]~raks (0037±) 
260 Ii' pju<*pra skin lpags skin - -
(0069g)97 
261 5fJ:. nyoX<*nat you - - nan you 
(0094j)98 
262 fJ: ijang<*[r]alJ good dran-po straight - -
(0735a) 
263 ~ zjangX<*s- elephant glan ox - -
[d]al]t (On8a) 
264 ~ trjang<*C.tralJ draw a bow than-po tense, tight, taril:t to tighten, 
(Onlh) firm become 
tense 
265 fffJ:f( tsyhangX open, than plain (n.) - -
<*thal]i (On5m) spacious 
266 m bjang side-room ban-ba storehouse - -
<*C~-N -pal](07 40y) 
267 19 haeng walk (v.) rkan-pa foot, leg, - -
<*C~.g~ral] (0748a) hind-foot 
268 m yang<*lalJ poplar glan-ma a large kind - -
(OnOq) of alpine 
willow 
269 m yang<*lal] raIse ...flan to rise lant high raised 
(on OJ) frame, 
stage 
96 I cannot confirm this Burmese word. According to Yanson nr- is not an onset that occurs in 
inherited Burmese vocabulary (2006: 104-105). 
97 The lack of a final -k in Chinese is an irregularity. 
98 The lack of a final -I) in Chinese is an irregularity 
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Chinese meaning Tibetan 
270 * hjwaengX long (time) rgyan-ma 
<*[G]wralJ? (0764a)99 
271 11 nyang<*nalJ oppose, -
(0730e) disturb 
135 II nangX<*n'alJ? in past gnab-bo 
(0730k)100 times 
272 )J nyang<#nalJ heavy with na-bun 
(0730t) dew 
273 frfj phjang<*phalJ oppose -
(0740q) 
274 ~~ yang<*lalJ bright -
(0720e) 
275 ~ tsang<*[ts]'alJ good bzan <*bdzan 
(0727f) 
276 ~ tsjang<*[ts]alJ rice-water chan 
(0727v) drink 
277 ~ nyangH<*nalJs yield(v.) gnan 
(0730i) 
278 5~ ljang<*C.ralJ cold gran 
(07551) 
279 :It ljang<*[r]alJ measure grans 
(0737a) 
280 ~ dzangH store, gstsan 
<*m-tsh'alJ (0727g') repository 
281 fI kaengX<*k'ralJ? suffering mkhran 
(0745e) 
282 f,iJj phjangX<*phalJ? spin phan 
(0740r) 
99 This comparison was suggested by Bodman (1980:88). 
100 The correspondence of the codas is irregular. 
meaning Burmese meaning 
distance - -
- nhan drive, drive 
away 
ancient, in - -
old time 
fog lOI nhai1l). dew, fog, 
mist 
- paill). impede, 
instruct 
- laill). be light, 
not dark 
good - -
barely beer - -
give nhanl;t give 
cold - -
number khran measure 
(v.) 
conceal, - -
secret 
hard, solid ran? mature, 
firm 
spindle wan? spin 
101 Gong also compares Tibetan khug-rna / khug-rna "fog, mist" (1995/2002:109-110). The 
codas of all the Tibetan comparanda are irregular. 
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Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
311 ff tan<*t~an cinnabar - - Hi very red, 
(0150a)105 flaming 
red 
312 .Ii syen<#s.tan (0148s) shivering, bdar tremble, - -
trembling shudder 
313 1iR tsyen<#tan (0150c) a kind of dar flag - -
flag 
314 ~ tshanH<*[tsh]~ars bright and mtshar fair, - -
(0154b) white beautiful, 
bright 
315 ¥ kan<*k~ar (0139k) pole, rod mkhar/bkhar staff, stick - -
316 D nan<*n~ar (0152d) difficult mnar suffer, be - -
tormented 
317 • tanX<#t~ar'} (01471) disease, ldar be weary, - -
suffering, tired, faint 
distress 
318 fH1J! hanH<*m-k~a[r]s shield (n.), bgal oppose, ka shield n. 
(0139q, o 139i') 106 ward off contradict 
319 iff kan<*s.k~a[r] liver mkhal kidney, reins khal,l loins, 
(01391) waist 
320 M xan<#[qh]~a[r]'} snore hal pant, snort - -
(0139-) 
321 ~ tshan<#tsh~ar eat, food, tshal-ma breakfast - -
(0154c) meal 
322 JiR sa<*s-IJ~ar offer, srwr intelligent, - -
(0252e)107 present, quick of 
wise man apprehension 
323 t~ hjwon<*[G]war wall gr01i<* gwrati village, town - -
(0164m)108 
!O5 The correspondence of the codas is irregular. 
106 Gong also compares Chinese -=f kan < *k~a[r] (0139a) "protect, guard" (199512002:91). 
107 Gong also compares Chinese ~ ngjeH < *lJ(r)ajs (0002r) "duty, justice" (1995/2002: 105). 
108 The correspondence of Old Chinese -r and Tibetan -iJ. is irregular. 
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Chinese meaning Tibetan meaning Burmese meaning 
324 ~ kan<*[krar dry - - khanl;! dried up 
(0140c)109 
4 5ilJ ha<*C. [graj rIver rgal cross, ford - -
(OOOlg) 
5 no kae<*kl'raj (0015a) add khral tax - -
6 ~jl bje<*[b]raj fatigue brgyal sink down, - -
(0026a, 0025d) <*brjal faint 
7 TJtr ha<*[gJ'aj (00010) carry khal burden, load ka saddle-
frame 
8 fltl phje<*ph(r)aj divide bphral be separate, pral;! be divided 
(0025j)110 to part into parts 
9 if lje<#raj (0023g) hedge ra courtyard - -
10 H la<*rl'aj (0006a) a kind of dra net - -
net 
11 )ltl pa<#pl'aj (00251) wave dbab wave - -
325 JrJ tsyheX<#k-lajt wide, - - klay wide, 
(0003t) extend broad 
326 1P ta<*[t-l]l'aj (0003a) many - - tay very 
(intensive) 
109 Gong also compares Chinese !f! hanX < *[g),a[r]? (0139s) "drought, dry" (199512002:106). 
110 Gong also compares Chinese lfil lje < *[r]aj (0023f) "depart from" (199512002:104). 
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Appendix 2: Concordance of examples in Gong 1995 
GSRnumber Chinese Gong 1995 number Number here 
no Chinese!!! 103 
no Chinese 104 295 
no Chinese 105 296 
0001g )fiJ ha 164 4 
00010 {iiI ha 165 7 
0002r ~ ngjeH 185 322, n. 107 
0003a ~ ta 114 326 
0003q ~ ye 115 2 
0003t ~ tsyheX 121 325 
0004b' tfu dijH not in Gong 1995 65 
0006a m fa 116 10 
0012a ~ dzwaX 43 225 
0015a 110 kae 163 5 
0023f IPJt lje 166 8, n. 110 
0023g • lje 120 9 
0025d ~ bje 167 6 
0025j fEZ: phje 166 8 
00251 )EZ: pa 113 11 
0026a fm bje 167 6 
0027k ~ ngjweH 211 302 
0031a mdzywe 45, 168 176 
0031m oj thwaH 119 190 
0033j ~ hae 299 235 
0037f :ill: ngaeH 302 259 
0039- ES pae not in Gong 1995 226 
0041d mku 296 226 
0044- m hwaeH 304 250 
0045c' 1m tuX 294 242 
0049a' i!ifJ hu 298 233 
0049m EkuX 296 226,n.88 
0049u 3 khuX 1,297 240 
III Gong's comparison 103 involves only Burmese and Tangut cognates and thus falls outside of 
the scope of this investigation. 
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GSRnumber Chinese Gong 1995 number Number here 
0053a phuX 30,303 248 
0058a Ii nguX 2,301 239 
0058f :g ngu 3,96,300 238 
0069g rR pju not in Gong 1995 260 
0076a g ljoX 312 234 
0077a litE ljoX 313 230 
0079a fliJ, ngjo 314 244 
0094a 1J:. nrjoX 311 245 
0094g 'f(O nyo 309 229 
0094j 5fA nyoX 5,97,310 261 
0097a T hju 38,316 247 
00970 ¥ hjuH 318 251 
0098a )j)j hjuX 37,317 249 
0101a :j;( bju 306 232 
0102a 5( bjuX 4,307 237 
0102c' ffflPuX 293 236 
0103a WE . 
"" mJu 308 243 
0111a Jf! khuwH 320 195 
0113e {~ huwH 278 198 
0122g II! khju 71,324 193 
0129g it drjuH 15,284 197 
0134d fft8 nyuH 323 196 
0135a ~L nyuX 16,70,95,322 194 
0139- Jf xan 142 320 
0139a -=f kan 88, 141 318, n. 106 
0139i' :f-'¥- hanH 88, 141 318 
0139k ¥ kan 178 315 
01391 Iff kan 87, 140 319 
0139q H hanH 88, 141 318 
0139s !fl. hanX 194 324,n.l09 
0140c ljfz; kan 194 324 
01471 ~ tanX 175 317 
0148s !Ii syen 183 312 
0150a ft tan 176 311 
0150c :f:iA. tsyen 182 313 
0151a Nt thanH 139 305 
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GSRnumber Chinese Gong 1995 number Number here 
0152d • nan 177 316 
0153h ~ tswan 42, 197 191 
0154b ~ tshanH 179 314 
0154c ~ tshan 143 321 
0155c ~ dzan 195 303 
0156d 1& senH 59,187 63 
0157f 5'§ kwanH 145 189 
01571 1'§ kwaenH 144 175 
0164m fi3 hjwon 111,331 323 
0172a j§Jt twanH not in Gong 1995 181 
0174a ~ swanH 181 227 
0179a ~~ IwanX 41 177 
0181a -='¥ panH 173 306 
0194a ?!Ii sreanX 60, 151 3 
0201a 1& trjenX 148 47 
0204c d drjen 184 307 
0205f ~ dzyenH 196 49 
0209a ~ sjen 59, 186 50 
0213a im ljen 147 304 
0235b H~ tsjwenX not in Gong 1995 182 
0235c ~ tsjwen 42, 197 191, n. 75 
0246b ~ penH 56, 150 62 
0246h fJim phjien 146 48 
0252e JiA sa 185 322 
0255e ~ hjwon 149 310 
02551 ~I hwanX 180 309 
0262j 1R paenX 174 308 
0277a * mat 208 297 
0281a J\ peat 212 45 
0291f ~ ljet 209 46,n.31 
0292a 5:lU bjet 209 46 
0295b ~~ trjwet 44,215 186 
0296a ~@ dzjwet 46,216 173 
03020 315 hwaejH 34,118 299 
0303e ~ hjwot 36,210 300 
0319d *& sreat not in Gong 1995 298 
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GSRnumber Chinese Gong 1995 number Number here 
0324m ij)t thwat 39,213 174 
03240 m ywet 40,214 187 
0339g ill!!: dep 375 290 
0340g *1 ljejH not in Gong 1995 301 
0343a :a: tsywejH 44,215 186,n.73 
0351c • kwaX 117 180 
0351d ~ kwaX not in Gong 1995 192 
0353a ')( xwaX 17,134 126, cf. n. 55 
0359c }i nyeX not in Gong 1995 116 
0362a EB den not in Gong 1995 32 
0364a 1f nen 251 29 
0374a ~ drin 158 109 
0381a ?Ji dzinX 200 35 
0382a *" sin 82,201 37 
0382k ~JT sin 93,259 33 
0382n ~JT sin 92,258 30 
03871 'r~ len 81,198 28 
0388f 1= nyin 255 31 
0389q fl bjinX 199 34 
0393a ~ kjit 219 38 
0394a ~ 'lit 83,220 41 
039ge fI':i tset 6,78,98,272 23 
0400a -t: tshit 85,218 40 
0400f t1J tshet 86,217 39 
0401a * tshit 129 27 
0404a B nyit 8, 127 26 
0416- M& ngji not in Gong 1995 123 
0416- Wi konX 153 112 
0416b f~ kon 152 111 
0416k ~& ngin 89, 160 110 
0422d &III xjunH 162 157 
0427i ~ dwonH 154 158,n.64 
0430a ~ tswon 204 154 
0434a J* swon 206 168 
0438a ~pwon 202 164 
0457k ~ xwon 203 155 
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GSRnumber Chinese Gong 1995 number Number here 
0457m ~ xwon not in Gong 1995 95 
0458k f:!I! xjwij 171 101 
04581 ~, xjwij 171 101 
0459g ~~ gjunH 161 165 
0462c JII~ zywinH 159 156 
0463c ~ tsyhwinX 154 158 
0471a 7t pjun 155 114 
0471d m pjunX 189 115 
0471ef ~3~)i pjun 188 116, n. 52 
0471v *" bin 156 113 
0472a ,. pjunH 205 163 
0473a If pjunH 188 116, n. 52 
0474a ~ bjun 190 94 
0478h %'G senX 55,191 129 
0478j ))t sejX 54,172 100 
0480r Ni ginH 207 130 
0490a $- tswit 221 162 
0496s tJtll gjwot 27,222 188 
0498a $ lwit not in Gong 1995 161 
0498- ~ lwit not in Gong 1995 161 
0506a ~ srit 94,273 24 
0511a ft twojH 381 88,n.44 
0518a 12] sijH 131 15 
0521a W pjijH 124 22 
0523a ~ hjwijH 29,223 96 
0529a ~~ IwijH 138 169 
0542a @] hwoj 26, 193 99 
0547a ~ lqijX 137 97 
0558a JE sijX 11,91, 130 14 
0560a '*- syijX not in Gong 1995 19 
0561d i* syijX 10, 128 21 
0564a = nyijH 9,84,126 13 
0566h' tre bjij 125 16 
0566n *tc pjijX 122 18 
0570a M kjwij 26, 193 99 
0571d it hjwij not in Gong 1995 98 
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GSRnumber Chinese Gong 1995 number Number here 
0572a mg xjwijX 90, 157 159 
0576a 7../( sywijX 133 160 
0580a m: pjij 192 116 
0583a f=§ mjijX 136 128 
0583e m vwijX 20, 135 126 
0590a ~ tejX 169 20 
0594g ;iN sejX 170 100 
0602a J1 kijX 132 124 
0609k M lam 356 292 
0611c If{X dzam 357 1 
06171 ~ dam 355 293 
0619k :J:i tam 354 294 
0629a EfI kaep 373 288 
0633g M!R dep 58,378 59 
0633h ~ dep 57,377 61 
0635e t~ tsjep 376 289 
0642q :g kajH 374 291 
0648a - 13,366 153 .=. sam 
06511' -a- hom 370 89 
0651n :f$ gim 362 120 
0651v ~ khom 365 105 
0653- ~ 'imH not in Gong 1995 121 
0655k ~ kimH 361 117 
0656a X yim 106, 112,369 83 
0656b ;x drim 359 118 
0658q M;:JG khom 365 105 
0661f III tshimX 364 42 
0661m ~ tsimH 363 43 
0662a ~ zim 367 104, 106 
0663a JL,' sim 372 91 
0667i :flf nyimH 368 107 
0667k M:E nyimH 368 107 
0667q f~ nyimX 371 85 
0668a JillimX 358 44 
0668d 'tl limX 360 119 
0671n ~ tsyim not in Gong 1995 84 
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GSRnumber Chinese Gong 1995 number Number here 
06710 ~~ tsyim not in Gong 1995 84 
0674a ~~ hjuwng not in Gong 1995 93 
0675a ir hop 382 215 
0675e ll! hop 383 216 
0675m 5iJ heap 379 214 
0676a ~ top 381 88 
0681h 5& kip 23,107,387 87 
0690- t~ tsyep 384 66 
0690a M zip 385 90 
0694a tL lip 108,386 86 
0694h 5JL khip 388 89 
0695a A nyip 380 108 
0697a Itqj kang 229 283 
0708- t~ hwang 235 286 
0708a ~ hwang 32,234 285 
onOe ~~ yang 227 274 
OnOj m yang 226 270 
OnOq m yang 228 268 
Onlh ~R trjang 241 264 
On5m ~ tsyhangX 240 265 
On7f' ~ tsang 232 275 
On7g' $ dzangH 233 280 
On7v ~ tsjang 249 276 
On8a ~ zjangX 245 263 
0730e fl nyang 243 271 
0730f 5. nyang 242 188 
0730i ~. nyangH 244 277 
0730k A nangX 101,225 135 
0735a ~ ljang 248 262 
0737a .m ljang 247 279 
0739k 11 hjwangX 102 287 
0740i -n'X. pjangH 236 284 
0740q frJj phjang 237 273 
0740r ~jj phjangX 238 282 
0740y m bjang 239 266 
0745e r.! kaengX 230 281 
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0748a f=r haeng 231 267 
07551 5ffi ljang 246 278 
07660 ~ lak 268 254 
0778b :J!l kjwak 35,270 255 
0781a B paek not in Gong 1995 131 
07820 Bl phaek not in Gong 1995 134 
0784k ~ huH 31,305 256 
0793a 7ffi tsyhek not in Gong 1995 252 
0800j ~ yaeH not in Gong 1995 253 
0801b 5}!! duH 295 132 
0805h ~ 'ak 269 258 
0807- 1D dzyaeH 315 273 
0807a M zyek not in Gong 1995 133 
0811a ¥ tsreang 7,99,253 54 
0812g g;Jj sraeng 256 56 
0815a lE1. yeng 252 57 
0819a it tsjengX 257 55 
0826a ::g mjieng 77,254 53 
0841a ~ meng 250 58 
0849g ~ 'ejH 274 25 
0866a ~ dzyeX 319 64 
0874f 
" pjijX 123 17 
0877- 5fiiij tek 271 52 
0884d 't~ tsong 265 81 
0890e nw 'ing not in Gong 1995 79 
0892a ~1!Ii ying 224 80 
0892b ~1!Ii zying not in Gong 1995 125 
0896k M tsying 267 82 
0902a ~ mjuwngH 21,266 78 
0904a m xok 287 76 
0904c II mok 287 76,n.38 
0907a ~iX dzok 290 73 
0920f ~~ tsyik 291 74 
0925a }~, sik 292 102 
0937a' f* heak 289 75 
0947a a muwX 325 70 
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0952a it· 
-', gl not in Gong 1995 122 
0954d • yik 19,109,288 77 
0964a .::r tsiX 327 69 
0966j ~ dzi 328 68 
0966k "$I. dziH 328 68,n.33 
0971a $ dzriH 329 71 
0981a £j: nyiX 22,326 67 
0992a 11 lquwX 24,63,352 138 
0992n ~ lquw 62,351 139 
0995e R JifuwX 28,330 72 
1006f !B lquwng 69,332 152 
1016a • dowk 18,65,338 147 
1019g :i¥lt towk 337 144 
1024a )~ tsyuwk 341 150 
1032a /\ ljuwk 68,342 146 
10341 rJ phjuwH 67,340 151 
1037a ~)( mjuwk not in Gong 1995 103 
1038f Ji: kaewk 66,339 146 
1038i t:I kaewX 66,339 146,n.57 
1040d 0,* haw 349 140 
1041q 5JjEhaw 50,347 220 
1048a ~ dawX 112,369 83, n. 
1048d ~ dawH 112 83, n. 
1067b ~ gjuwX 25,64,353 137 
1069r ~ law 49,345 228 
1073a M trjuwX 350 141 
1075a :if trjuwH 283 145 
1079a EI3 yuw 106, 112, 369 83, n. 41 
1096r 1~ yuw 106, 112, 369 83, n. 41 
1104a ~Jit ljuw not in Gong 1995 142 
1l05a * nyuw 390 143 
1105b 1* nyuw 390 143,n.60 
1109t ~ mjuH 280,321 204 
1113b ijIiJ paew 61,348 136 
1119f ji yak 52,334 224,n.85 
1123a ~~ nyak 51,336 223 
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1124i BlyewH 52,334 224 
1124j jlyewH 52,334 224 
1124k tiyewH 52,334 224 
1127a ,~5t paewk 333 222 
1128a ~ dzak 335 221 
1129n ~haw 346 219 
1137h ~ maw 47,343 122 
1144j §~ yew 48,344 218 
1172h ~ khuwng 75,79,263 212 
1174a fL khuwngX 75,79,263 212,n.81 
1185q ~ thuwngH 261 208 
1188r fj draewng 262 209 
11978 ~ phjowng 12,100,260 211 
1197t Iii phjowng 12,100,260 211 
1199g ~ tshuwng not in Gong 1995 185 
1202a ft kuwk 110 206 
1213a 8±J khjowk 74,80,286 199 
1218c ti traewk 72,276 203 
1218h ~ trjowngX 76,264 210 
1220a {:§ zjowk 285 205 
12220 *x sraewk 279 207 
1224e ~ tsyowk 14,73,281 201 
1224g MJ tsyhowk 282 202 
1226a n9: khaewk not in Gong 1995 179 
1226i ~ kuwk 277 200 
1255a !II: dep 53,389 60 
1260c !l tsyek not in Gong 1995 51 
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